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FOREWORD

This report serves as a summary of the first 2 years' experimental
work and is issued in lieu of the Eighth Quarterly Progress Report.

This report was prepared by Battelle Memorial Institute under USAF
Contract No. AF 33(616)-232. The contract was initiated under Task Num-
ber 70646 and administered under the direction of the Aeronautical Research
Laboratory, Directorate of Research, Wright Air Development Center. At
various times during the project, Lt. George Johnson, Captain John Mosher,
and Lt. John P. Hirth served as Project Engineers.

Work at Battelle on the preparation of rhenium-metal powder, ckctrw-
plating rhenirunn and ihe vapor pressure of rhenium was done by D. M.
Rosenbaum, Principal Chemist, E. MA. Sherwood, Assistant Division Chief,
and I. E. Campbell, Chief of the Division of Inorganic Chemistry and Chemi-
cal Engineering. The work on the physical and mechanical properties and
physical metallurgy was done primarily by C. T. Sims, Principal Metallur-
gist, G. M. Craighead, Technical Consultant, and R. I. Jaffee, Chief of the
Diviiion of Nonferrous Physical Metallurgy. Studies of the electrical,
electronic, and other physical properties were made by D. N. Gideon,
Principal Physicist, N. N. Wyler. Assistant Division Chief, and F. C. Todd;
Chief of the Division of Electronic Physics.

The potassium perrhenate, from which rhenium metal was processed,
consolidated, and fabricated, was supplied to this project free of charge
through the kin&ness of the Kennecott Copper Corporation and its repncainma-
tives, Drs. H. P. Croft and L. G. Jeriness..
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INVESTIGATIONS OF -RHENIUM.:

INTRODUCTION

The nmetal rhenium never has been the subjeýct of a full-scale investi-
gatioin to determine its physical and mechanical properties with the immedi-
ate objective of4 translating these propertie'ý into commercial usefulness;
even though it possesses a favorable position in the periodic system between
such high-temperature metals as tantalum and tungsten and the precious
meta~ls, such as iridium and platinum. This i~dicates that rhenium might
possess rather goodproperties and, indeed, prior to this investigation, its
melting point was known to be above 3150F C, (se eond ony to tungsten).

The knowledge that rhenium, although generally very scarce, was
probably available in commercial quantities in North America has come
from relatively recent findings by the Kennecott Copper Compa~nyj1 and The
Miami Copper Company.' These factors, combined with the ever-ýgrowing
nE~ed for materials to perform moreT efficiently under more strenuous condi-
tions, led to this investigatiomn of the basic properties of rhenium.

Since considerabl2- information is already available about the chemistry
&f rhenium, the current work has involved investigations into the physical-,
mechanical, electronic, metallurgical, and electrical properties. This was
done only after an extensive survey of the literature, however, which was
published shortly after the inception of this research program.

At first., it was necessary to develop methods for the preparation of
massive rhenium to provide sound testing material.. After many attempts,
it was, realized that rhenium could, not be hot worked readily. Sintered
powde r-metsllurgy- type rhenium., however, was successfully fabricated by
cold working and annealing, so that rhenium rod, wire, sheet, and strip
have been prepared.

Info rimation u~ncovered to date by properties tests, has revealed that
rheniu-m is a very dense high-mnelting metal witha ý.zapor prs'~clvsc to
that of tantalurm. It possesses high room..atemperature and elevated-
temperature tensile strength. Although ductile at room temperature when
annealed, it work hardens very greatly. These latter properties led to
basic studies of rhexitlun' s potentialities as an electrical contact material;
the results of these studies are very promising.

In addition, rhenium has shown high rcsistuince to the dci1tterious
"lwýAtc~r cycle", a phenumeitnon. that plagues tungsten when it is upecated as a
high-temperature filament, Thia property, combined 'with rheniun' -
room-temperature ductility and high strength, bodes well. for the feauitkility
>f ur~ng rher.i-m as in electron-tube, component. Further, recent findings
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may lead to the ujle of rhýniurnias a constituent of impregnated athodes.

Several other uses have been 9asggested and are contemplated for the metal., 4
Throaghout the recent studies, close, contact has been maintaizied with

lndustk•iall'educati'dhalý and Gov'ek~nm•nex:al institutions, so that the potential
of rhenium can be realized to the fullest. An almost continuous demand for 4
samples of the metal, corhbined witjh the recent enc ourkging experimental
findings, indicates that rhenium may, soon "comre of age" and be made avail-

able commercially.

METAL PREPARALTION

IIntroduction

I;

The main objective of thisphase of the work was the preparation of
high-purity rhenitum metal in powder form suitable for subsequent fabrica-
tion into massive inetal by the powder-metallurgy techniques described in
the next section oftthis report. Since only a limited amount of rhenium was
"available, a scrape-recovery program was instituted which permitted the
conversion of used or impure rhenium back into the form of high-purity

,,powder for subsequent studies. I
Rheniun was also prepared in massive form by a hot-wire reductiorn

technique, which involved consolidation of metal in the form. of U-shaped
"crystal bairs" weighing about 1/2 pound each.

Source Material i

The starting material for the preparation of rhenium powder is high-
purity potassium perrhenate. A total of 12 pounds of potassium pcrrhenate
was supp lied gratis by the Kennecott Copper Corporation. An analysis of
this starting material is given in Table 1.

Rhenium-Metal Powder From High-Purity
Potassium Perrhenate

,The starting tnaterial for the preparation of rhenium powder is high-
purity potasiurn perrheaate mentioned above. About 3 pounds of this I
p$Otassiumn perrhenate is placed in a 4-inch stainlesi3 steel tube and re4nrt:A•d-
to a mixture pf r-heniumn metal and rhenium dioxide by hydiogen at 500 C.
Reduction was considered complete when condensation of .naoisture from the

WADC TR 54-371 2
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exit gas was" no longer o~jaerved. The reduction produicts were washed by

decantation withj hot water, until 'essentially free of. alkaili. The Leached
rhenium ,,.. rhenium. dioxide mixture was reduced~to metal'a~t 1006 C in
hydrogen. The *kietal was leached with 11dilute hbydrochloric ýcid and thien
washed by'decantation with hot distilled water until neutral. "The rhenium.

ff ~ powder was treated with hydrogen at 1:000 C again. The proc ess was carried
out with recovery of about 93 pet cent of the available rhev~r.10. 'Approx~i-I
mately 1. 6"pounds of powder 'was prepared by this method. A typical analy-
sis of this powder is given in Table1.

*It was impossible to remove all traces of residual potassium from the
powder; therefore, ammonium perrhenate was prepared from potassi~um'
perrhenate and used as source material fox the preparation of rhenium pow- *
der. in the reduction of ammonium perrheniate, the arnmonium hydroxide,,
formed as a reduction produc't, was volatile and did not remain behind to

contaminate the powder.,

Rheniurn-M etal Powder F rom Anmo __________na

* Potassium Perrhenate as Starting Material

asStarting with high-purity potassium perrhenatej a:rhenium -. rhenium
dio4ide mixture was prepared by one hydrogen reduction iind one le~achiing,

asdsrbdaoe(see FlwheFgr 1.Ti odrwstheriplaced
in a Vycor tube and heated to 800 C in a helixr- atmosphere. Tank oxygen
was permitted to flow through the tube, resulting in the formation of the
volatile rheniurn heptoxidc, which cconrdensf '. izr a cooler portion of the tube,
The heptoxide was washed out of the tube w~i. distilled water and then this
aqueous solution was filtered to remove any acid-insoluble impurities. Then3
thec perrhenic acid solution wxas neutralized with concentrated amnmonium
hydroxide, precipitating rnoderatcly soluble crystalline amnmonium per-
rhenate. Iron, picked up from the stainless steel reductor, was Co-I
precipitated as ferric hydroxide with the arnmonium perrhenate. This ferric
hydroxide was separated from the ammonium perrhenate by using a Soxhlet f
Extractor with very dilute alv-amonium hydroxide as the solve~nt. The insolu-
ble fcrric by~droxide remrained in the th'imnble, whilse the -moderatelyr soluble
ammonium perrhenate went into solution. This purified ammnonium per-I
rhenate (see typical analysis in Table 1) was recovered fromn the aqueous
solution by evaporation.

FPie-vious expeririientativn (see se-:tiori on wconselidatiom, and fabrication)
had indicated that mninuis 325-mesh rhenium nowder was suitubic for powder-
m.etallurgy studies, Minus 3Z5-rnc3h irin~perr . en" te was preparedI
by dry Larinding high-puri~y ita~icriai for I -hour in a Canadian rubber-lined
ball mill using B rAvr*balls. Approximately two-.thirds of th. ag

Apwommately fi1% A3_26 3 ; b,1ancm (' , "j &A.. mgo,
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Isolution, 7 0tJa9

II ---El iro'iizotiojn-
N NH4RS 04, Fe(H.)

I~ ~~~l NH4O -------. ~4ReO4..-.- O ital
Evaporation 04, 4NHE.OHta'0

Fe(OH)5  JYl 5

Soxhlet q~lroctioNHO(tae

~N144RsO4

INH40H -3245 nmeh ~*0~e4 PfsdyH
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itpw t

* Stainless steel reductkon umel Is soirce of tM. iron

FIGURE' 1. FLOWSHEET FOR CONVERSION OF POTA$$IM11 PrEP-94t'iATE
TO AMW*AN PERWI1EIATE AND THE REDUCTION OF
AMMONIUM PERRHENATE TO RHENIUM MIl*AL
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had the rlquired particle Size; 'the other fraction was repivrifiediin a4
Soxhiet Extractor as desdribed. aboveý Approxidmately 4 lpounds of Metal
powder,,was I.prepared by this method at, an over" .all efficiency of about 90
per cent., Considerable arraou~ntsof impurities (see Table I for typical
analysis' were picked up in this ball-milling operation.. At first, this im-
puirityc~ntent did not appear to affect the physical and mechanical proper-
-61ies noticeably. Fukther investigations indicated,, however, that metal

powdr prparcd froin high-purity amronn ium'perrhenate, whikch was re-

duced to a particle size' of -3Z5 mesh by grinding in an agate _mbrtar (fOr

analysis see Table 1), possessed aeligpntproitly80Chhe
than~that of the. ball-moilled material., Various xnethoe! _- for theý preparation
of high-purity minus 325-mesh ammonium perrhtenate are now under inve~s-

tigation.

Rheniuxr -Scrag aý" a Starting Miaterial

An important pha~se in any metal-preparation program is scrap1
recovery. This scrap, rherium included'all'test specimens, many rhenium
alloys (,particularly with thorium)., mate'rial that had failed during fabrica-

tion,- and -the unfabr~icable ends of sintered bars.

Rhenium. scrap was converted to amnmonium perrhenate in the manner3
described above. The first 'step in this procedure was the oxidation f h
metal at 800 C, followed by solution of the heptoxide, and neut~ralizati on of
the, perrhenic acid by ammonium hydroxcide to form ammoniunri perrhenateI
(see Table I for typical analysis). Then th-14 perrhena~e was purified and
reduced to rhenium powder. Approximately 7.5 pounds of metal powder
was prepared from rhenium s'crap at aý recovery efficiency of abwout 95 perI

~UL. Rhenium Cryrstal Bar

Three V-shaped c~ryvtal bars of rhenium metal were prepared by a
hot-wire reduction technique developed for the Kennecott Copper Corpora.-3
tion,

Table 2 is a summnary of some descriptive characteristAics of the3
r4rystal bar,ýs.

The general appearance of one of the crystal bars as compared with
other types of consolidates is illustrated in the next section of the report.
In Figure 2j, a mi Ynification of the hairpin V, the pnobrcrrystalline nature of
the deposited metsul is evident.

Figure 3 is a photoini cro graph montage of the transtrerse section of a
crystal bar,- The pronounced concentrations of vo-ids at Least two radial dis-
tAnces frurn the tungsten core wire made fabrication extremely difficult.

WALDC TR~ 54-371 6
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TABLE 2. RHENIUM CRYSTAL BARS

IWeight, Diameter,
Bar gramns inhAppeaiance

1 223.8 0.199 ,,Darh-gray toblack diffuse
illumination (Figures 21and 4a). "lSurfaceli .Comn-

* prised mank fine,, needle-
* ~shaped ra'dial crysta~ls,ý' -

individually producing

2 193.3 0.185 Ditto,

3 196. 3 0. 192 '

II
I Analysis o~f a typical crystal bar is givenR in Table E

ICONSOLIDATION AND FABRICATION ý

Pure Rhenium

Rhenium was consolidated by three different methods for use in fabri-
cation studies. These methods yielded three types of r'henium: (1),crystal-
bar rdieniumn prepared by the decomposition of a rhenium halide on. a, hot
tunkgsten wire; (es) arc-melted rhenium prepared from cuL~t crystal bax or

granules of partially sintered bar stock; ipid (3) uintereOl rhenium compacts,'
pre~par'cd by pressing and sinterinil rhenium using accepted powder-
metallurgy techniques. In general, attempts to fabric~te the first two types
of consolidated metal gave poor results, but fabrication of powder-

rnetalluzgy-type rhenium progressed catistactorily to wire and &heet. The
three types of metal in the consolidated condition are shown in Figure 4.
A imore detailed discussion of this work follows.

Crystal-Bar Rhenium

Ho wai Following, the aencral proced-ire~s recommended by
Smit1&ellat - .',r tungsten, this was the fii,st fabrication technique attempted.
9;kcfcrcncz4 are uisrcd ak ýhc end of fhýL_ r-1''
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In this jproeedirep the swaging ternpereture was- lowvered slowly from.1500 C
to* 1400 C.,during nine passes, each p!o~ at 10 prdn euto nra
The, specinr~en was heated to: swaging tj~zperature in hydro~ge'n*'. The barcoinminced. cracking 'on the third pass~iand had broken up completely by the'

* ninth pae h o a oered with crac':ks and voids, an eal aphic
*inspection showed, what, appeared.,to be ruany.oxide centers within the mnetal.,

'It was obvi~ous that internal oxidation "caused'most of the poor, hot workabilitY

Accordingly, two separate crystal--bar spe~irnmen5, ground to a swooth
surfac'e finish, were encapsulated-in m.Ild steel and'evacuated to eliminate
oygen from the ambient atznosphere duringwaig Tecpueswrswaged at,1400 C with 10 per cept reductton in cross-sectional area per

pass. One specirnen,,brokie up' during swaýging after a few passes and the
other., although reducing well, beae trangely. Suibsequent inspectio'n 61bot shwedtht te renirnhad broken up into small pieces., scattered
more or less" uniformly in the, irbkk matrix: along the centers of the rods.I
it was then a~pparent that hot sw ýging of crystal bar, encapsulated or nont.was; wpraia. I

_Cold Swaging, Inti xperiment, one pass at 10 per cent reduction
wasgivnfollowed by an anneal Vat 2500,C. On the second cold pass, the1

bar'cricked up.

* ~It had become quite evident tha~t crystal bar was virtually unworkable,I
"largely fpr the following-reasonsd

* 1)The, as-deposited surface was rough and spiny, causingImany.,stress _raisers,(see Figure,2).

%4,1 LxLeItrnaliy, thne crystal bar appeared. to possess rings of
voids wheze varI:OU6 deposition cycles commenced or
ended (see Figure 3).

(3) The grains were quite largej, tending toward poor internal
cohesion durinig'working operation's (see, Figure 3).

Arc-Milted Rhteniumn

Arc mneltinge, as a method of consolidatioll, was accomplished byMelting together smxall chu.nks of crystal bar or partiall' itrdpesns
Thernetjiwas carried jet under argon on a water. cooled copper hearth,

the arc being directed to the button with a Movable tungs9ten electrode. InIthis manner, 5 to 5 0-grain rheniurn buttons Pos3esving few voids 'wcre pre-pared.

Cold pesn.A 15.'grarn arc-melteed button was cold pressed to49 per CentA reduction in height beft-re crackingg indikating that rheniumnposzelsscd a certrajn amount of r~oon-~ternperature ductility, dipt h
WADC TR 54ý371 10



failure of hot- and cold-working operations on crystal-bar metal. This also
indicated that cold-working or hot,.working operaLtions might be more suc-
cessful if carried out on starting material that was more nearly soundra$d .
compact than the crystal bar.

Hot and Colt! Rolling The arc-melted rhenium exhibited the same

ductility as ..mentioned above when cold rolled. It was found popsible.to roll
out 50-ri- sh:et from arc-cast buttons if intermediate !anneals of I to 2 U_
houria at 1400 to 1700 C were given to keep the surface hard•ness low, Re-i

duction was about 20 per cent between each anneal, and sheetq. of the type
illustrated in Figure Sa were obtained. Conversely, numerouts hot-rolling
attempts at temperatures ranging from 800 to 1500 C resulted in failure by

an intergranular type of separation, as illustrated by Figure 5b. I
Concurrently, hot break-down forging of the large button illustrated

in Figure 4 was card out at 1500 C. Results were even worse than those V',

r w hot rollin.. Two bl ows of the fozrging hammer produced the
separated, exfoliated condition shown in Figare 5c.

Other concurrent experiments on the hot working of sintered rhenium

(as reported below) were also a failure. Thus, it was apparent that rhelnium
could not be hot worked in air, its consolidated form notwithstanding, so an
analytical study was conducted on a szries of arc-melted buttons to detcr,'.
mine the cause of rhenium' s apparent hot shortness. i

One as-rmelted button was analyzed for oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen

by the vacuun-fusion method; this was considered a blank. Another was

annealed in hydrogen at; 1500 G for 30 minutes, and thvmn hydrogen quenched
and aalyed. The th.id au-was heated in Jhydrogein to 1500 C for ten periods
of 3 minutes each, being taken from the furnace for an air quench between
each heating period; analysis followed. This simulated hot-working condi-
tions without physically distorting the specimen. The metallrogtaphic

structure of each specimen is shown in Figurz 6 and the analytical results
are given in Table 3. As can he seen, the hydrogen annealing treatment
with hydrogen cooling reduced the gas content ii, alrIost all cases, but

caused the appearance of a dark phaa at the grain boundaries1 The simu-
lated hot-wor-tng treatment caused a large increase in gas content and the
appearance of considerable dark phase at the orain boundaries. it is proba-
ble that rhenium, which oxidizes readily in afir wt elevated tempetratures,
forms an oxide phase at the grain boundavies. Since teZO-(, rheniurn
heptoxide, melts at Z97 C ;and bcils at 363 C, it is probable that this oxidc
is in vapor form during hot workdng and causts hot shortness.

Hot Clad Swaging and Cold wagil The hot clad swaginj, was con- I
ducted in exactly the saint xzamnnc'r as described above for crystal bar. i
Results were inconclusive, but work was abandoned becaust, succes.ful
methods hMad heen developed meanw•hile for worlirn sintered rheniumn. I
WADC TR 54-371 11
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a. Reduced by Cold Rolling b. Reduced by Hot Rolling

at 1600 C

C. After .lot Porgng it 1500 C

FIGURB 6. ARC-MELTED RHENIUM AFTER COLD AND) HOT h(LLLJNG AND AFT&R HOT PDUvrd I
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TABLE 3. ANALYTICAL HISTORY OF THREE HEAT-TREATED

RHENIUM BUTTONS -

Vacutrnm- Fusion
Condition Analysis,\ A]

ofppm Reference

Button 02 HZ NZ Figure 4

As arc melted 10 i. 0 <2Z 6a

Heated in hydrogen at 1500 C 3 0.2 < 4 6b
for 30 minutes; hydrogen
muffle cooled

Heated in hydrogen at 1500 C 76 12.0 13 6c
for 10 periods of 3 minutes
each; air quenced'-ý e en
cycles

Cold swaging was more successful, however. A finger-shaped arc-.
melted button was cast, and then cold forged and cold rolled to a round
cross section. Intermediate anneals of 1 to 3 hours at 1700 C were given. 'I

The button was then loosely encased in one end of a length of copper tubing
and cold swaged. Annealing, re-encasement, and more swaging followed.
Eventually the button was long enough to swage without being supported by
the copper tubing, and 80-mil rod was prepared by alternately swaging at
20 per cent reduction in cross-sectional area per pass and annealing at
1700 C for about 2 hours. The rod so prepared possessed some cracks and
surface flaws, but proved that arc-melted metal could be worked into fine-
gage rod by cold working if sufficient care was taken.

As was previously mentioned, simpler cold-working techniques had
been developed meanwhile for pressed and sintered rhenium. Metal
preparation from arc-melted consolidates was abandoned entirely in favor of
the methods described below.

Powde r-Metallurgy- Type Rhenium

Rhenium currently used for expeir.-icntal purpoles on this project is
prepared entirely by powder-metalirir i-.7-;cedures, as the products of this
consolidation method can be fabricated more easily and are more versatile
than rhenium vrepared by the methods described above, The starting mate-
rial is rhenium-metal powder reduced from ammon.um xerrhen~te. Chemi-
cal procedures for the preparation of this metal wer,

WADC TR 54-371 15
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I1/3iti&ally attempts were m. de to preissand sinter rhoniurn-met'l
,,powdeý;._redu~cedfr~n% potals;#iuni perrhehiate# an attack "hich proired'fru'"t-

so5I-~errsai wa*4, avhieved), but ins u fficient dionsificatiou occurre~d
/ dri~ lum rusand varyirig sinte ring, attempts. Acordingly,, ammonu

Peorrhf,,iato was prepared and rheuiumixýmen-talp"~ow~mr ilred'lced froAM.
pproviously. `Similar 1/4 x' 1V4. x 6-inich pres.ing were made

des crhe type of pow4e;r, and bot iitred to ether1 at 1500 C .for 2 hours6.
;,The, riýsults are Ohown in Figure 7, and indicate that the presen~ce of K 2 0,

majOý- impurit In the potassium per~rhenato-parent'imetal, inhibits piroper
'Aeisifi~ ation. .(

I o~llowing 'thise\eriment, all Vpaetal was prepqred from arnmonium
perrhenate. and consolidae anI d arýe hy_ the following procedures..

Particle Size. This factoris' of jprime importance, as is the ca~se in':
1 oiset It was found by trial and error that .

prope o,*eind asldtono be obtained unlesslvirtually allthe powder

so esinedasto ivea,1/4 by 1/4 iby 6-inch prlessing., This. long Shape is:
'required in -order toiiethebarbeefrssac aig ngnrl

'60to-65 grams of'-rhenium" powder are required for this size. '-The die is
lubricated with a solution of stearic acid in ether~ aplied to the walls with

swab prior toTepesn rsue osprsur nh
rdý, since the rhenium powd/or is quite bulky, the pr~lts sing ratio is 6 to 1.

Thi, as-pressed bi r xrml rgl ,dris ehnldwt ae
Their densityL ia Iavl bu;4 e-cn fýte-hoýtlvle 1gas

per cuic entmetr. ba inthe as-pressed conditidn is shown inFiue

.. re ozinte ring. This process is designed, to, provide suffi-ciont strength
frhdl4ptior to high- tempo rst~tre sintering, and is, accomplis~hed byI

heating pre xs-sed bar to 1200 C for 2 -hours in a vacuum of abouit' 0. 0 1
raicron.' Thib 'causes ai light. d erisific afion and a great increa'setira strength.
Thil density increases to abouý 50 ps~r cent of theoretical, and the bar '-

ap~arsas 'I Fgure 9b. The acur presinter evidently, has some purii- , r
cation arton hyroenprsite Mere,,used originally, but it wAs found
that a Vi~cuum pretsinter improved: suibsequent densification by eiectrlic sin-

Electric iSin'terin&. F.Ollowing preshitering, the bar is electrically
heated by self- resistance in a sintering "bottle" similar to those used in
i*idustry, where the presintered bar! is suspended vertically between twnU
,'water- cooled molybdenum clips and~heated by ,%elf-reaistance. The lower

qfth two clips is suspended in a Ooo1 of racrcuz-, iou ihat electrical conitact
7i ir maintained as thle bar shrinks in length. The fintirc operatior is conducted

";ttinder d';y flowing hydroogen. Curren i s applied ulowly to the bar until it

WADC T1R 54-7 16
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FIGURE 7. !EFFECT OF SINTERING IN'RYDROGEN AT 1500 C0o FOR-
HOURS ON~ RHENIUM-METAL POWDER PREPARED FROM
POTASSIUM PERRHENATE (ABOVE) AND, AMMONIUM
PERRHIENAT1E (BELOW)

1 OOX N1732

FIGURE 8, RHk;NIUM- METAL i0OWDIXR REDUCED PROMI
AMMONIUM PERRH.ENATE; PAR TICLE SIZE6I TO 25 MICRONS
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FIGURE 10. MICROSTrRUCTURE OF SINTERED RHENIUM BAR
AT:9Z. Z PER CENT Or THEORETICAL DENSITY; -

TRAflS VERSE SECTION"l
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reaches a true termfpenature of 2700 C. It is maintained at this; temperature

(for about I hour. Foia 1/4 by i/i x 6-inch bar, this requires about 8 volts

and -1200 amperes.,. Fiollowkig sintering, the bar is about 90 per cent of U
theoretical density and has fhe outward appearance shown in Figure 9c. Its
'rnicrostructuro, is shown in Figure 10.

Vacuum sintetitg was attempted several times to test its .- "ect on sub-

sequent fabrication operations, blt difficulty was encountered because of
mechanical problems, and the effort was abandoned. A summation of the
powder-consolidation[ procedures is given in Table 4. , 5

C TABLE 4U PROGEDURE FQR THE PREPARATION OF SINTERED

RHENiUM BAR FEROM RHENIUM POWDER .

4,' Percentage . .
of

Temper- Theoretical
Time, ature, Density4 Reference

Operation hours C Achieved Figure Remarks

Pressing .40 ;9a 30 T/in.

*A .l ,I Lubricate ldie I
"" !i , •.)with itears•c M

4 4!

acid. ; ,

Presinterlng 10 ZOO 50 9b In vacuumn

Sintering it Z700 90 9c In hydrogen

Hot Woirkin2 1 Generally, adi hot-,working attempts on pressed and
sintered bar were unsuccessful. / 'These attempts consistqid primarily of hotU
rolling, hot swagingl and hot: wi.,te drawing of a previously cold-swaged rod.

Hot swagif'g was tried At this labot atory and also at the Cleveland
Wire 'Works of'tIhe General Electric Company,. Hot swaging at Battelle was
attempted at 1400 C n a, square sfntercd bar. The bar developed cracks
during the thir4dpass o:• a 10 per clmnt reduction series, and breakage oc-
curred On the tt:nth pass, Dies of differ-nt barvrel lengths were investigated,
but no better re'ults were obtained. Concurrentiy, sintered rhenium was
taken to the Cleveland Wire Works, with the re-quest that it be "swaged as if
it were tungst>..ih urtnpietely broke up during the first paz, at i550 C-.-

WADC TR 54-3'] 0



Hot swaging was also attempted after rounding, and partial reduction of
a sintered bar by cold swaging6 Fair success was attained for several /-
passes at0O per cent reduction, but cracking eventually appeared i' d die

wear was very heavy. Clad and evacuated swaging operations on sintered
bar als.) resulted in failure; despite the cladding, the specimen was crushed
by the swaging operation. The hot-swagý.ng program was abandoned subse-

quently.'

Numerouý. attempts at hot rolling fr6rn temperatures in the range
1400 C to 1700C, and by reductions rangijng from 10 to 40 per cent per pass,
generally resulted in failure by cracking..;l One attempt was successful, how-
ever, and it is planned to expand this work in the future. In this. one case,,
a specimen previously reduced 75 per cent by cold rolling and possessing a
fp.w edge cracks was reduced an additional 60 per cent at 1475 C to 0, 026-
ixich thickness. No'further edge or surface cracking occurred, although
flardening from 300 VHN initially to about 500 VHN took place. This indi-

it cates that hot rolling at'these temperatures requires some intermediate
-anneaLing, if care were to be exercised, hot rolling might be possible after

initial fabrication by cold working.,

Hot-wire drawing of rhenium rod reduced to 60-mil diameter by cold
swaging was investigated through the courtesy of the Cleveland Wire Works.
Breakage usually occurred on the second or third pass, each at about 10 per
cen'; reduction in cross-sectional area. However, severa! successful passes
we., made at i0 per cent reduction by drawing very slowly (8 to 9 feet per
minate) using a Karo-graphite lubricant. The wire was heated to cherry red
for the drafts. It was decided that the lubrication was poor in all cases,
and that copper-plated wire might draw well. This was attempted, but was
unsuccessful.

Cold Working: General. The; various types of cold working are de-
scribed separately in detail below," as cold working has proved quite suc-
"cessful. From the ei.periments and operations described, procedures 'for
the preparation of wijre and sheet have been evolved. For simplicity, the
cold-workinjg operatikns neilessary for wire preparation are summarized, in
Table 5. Several bab'ic requirements, which apply to virtually all of the
cold-working operations, fallow:

S(1) As-sintered bar should be lightly surface worked by eit'e,.

hand forging or rolling to build up a fine-grained structure'
to prevent surface cracking,

(z) Reduction is usually, frorn 10 to 20 per ccnt in cross-sectional
ar, - per pass.,

(3) Each cold-working pass must 1c preceded by an anneal,
usually in hydrogen, at 1600 to 1750 C for I to 3 hours.
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(4) Followiag the anneal, tir surface Iýardness must not exceedabout 300 VHN for forgýd, swaged, or drawn-material and,about 350 VHN for rolled material. ' U

Typical microstruct'ures resulting frnom.d fabwication of ri.tered Urhenium may be' seen in the -section on recrystallizatioh later in this report.

Gold Forging. No heavy machine forging has becn done cold on sin-tered rhenium, but the initial operation following sintelling of a bar inprepa-ration for swaging is a cold hand-forging oeration. The bar is lightly handhammered,(or peened) along the cornersiof the bar. This flattens thecorners slightly and tends to build up a fine, strong, grain structure withhigh resistance to cracking at the zones of high secondary tensile stress
during fabrication, namely the corners.

Cold Rolling; I. Preparation of Rod. The cold rolling of rhenium hasfallen into two phases in the present work. The first vhase was the use of" 'cold rolling as a tool in the preparation of swaged rod, as is being relatedin this section. The other phase was the direct cold rolling of rhenium tosheet and strip,. w1hich is reported later.

In the preparation of red, cold rolling is used in three operations.F ist, if the bar is not square following sintering, the bar is cold rolled
aV nrin5y lightly to square it. This is usually a matter of I or 2 per cent reduc-

tio and. i not reported-in Table 5.

The second told-rolling operation is a very important step. Followingthe peening operation, the bar is cold rolled on the small flats resulting
*from'z the peening until it resemnbles an octagon in crosst, section, as shown inFixre I I.. . Reduction is of the order of 5 to, 8 per cent per pass andusqýklly is, repeated twice. Intermediate anneals are given; 1/2 hour at

1?0,'Tý'C is usually sufficient.

A Following this, it ts usually necessary to cold roll on the originalsquare flats to decrease creping.caus.ed'by the octagonizing. This step isS surnrinarized in Table 5.',.

Gold P--- ing; 1 Preparation of Sheet and Strip. Since success wasachieved in tLeI fabrication of rod by cold-working methods, 'cold rolling wasinvestigated sa a means of preparing thin sh~eet and strip.

SintereOý,rheniuri bar in lightly peened alon8 the edges and corliers to
rbuil up a fine'.-grained structure. Next, the bar is cold rolled lightly sev-"4Ireduction per pass, and then heavy rollingmo't..a.e..ces. In genez'al, the procedure is to reduce between 5 and 10 per -

do c. pee pass and then anrcrai for 2 hIurs at 1700 G. Postanneal hardnessesdoriot seem to fall so low as during swaphip OperA.ioAs, where the same sau pf r o is involved, it ,,:a; sometimes difficult to lower the hard-
nev under 350 V-.N, even afteV repeated •innealing. Neverthelpss. rcnid
WAIbC TR 54-371
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(b) As SiEdte-Frged Rhenium Cross Section1

()As-Ede-orged Rhenium Cross sectionI

FIGUE 1. SYPS N TH PRPARAION OFRHE IUMROI
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workng fterannaling to abouit 350 VHN has b.len fgound quite sattafctory
if the operation is 'rolling only. This is not trueý for swaged mitie;,s, as ts
Inoted. below. ' l

Obvio~usly, the reducfion. t1o 0 t"261 shect oi sintered bar J/4 Wl/4 incha
in cross section. by 10 pe r c ent ýreduc tions with long inte",rm digte anneals is
very timne consuming. The procedure has been-shortened considek'ably~by
adopting a policy of pressing bars with a 1/8 x 1/2-inch cross, sec~tonwn
ca4 be p~rocesseil in the same manner as the, square bars if additiidiiall-6* ~e'
(due to additional fragili'ty) is observed. In this case,, the' ý/S-inclh edges-
are cold peened before full-scale rolling, commences. After, reducltion to
Iabout I10-nail ýthiecknes 9, this strip has a width of about 5/8 inch.

Another innovation that has been introduced is cross rolling. Shbrt
(-inch) lengths of partially cold-rolled bar were cro~ss riolled to make, sheet.

Reduction is slower, but several passes without annealing may be taken until
a total reduction of 10 per cent is attained. Thi 'is follow -d by annealing

At the present time, a small stock of 3-, '5-,, anid lO-mil-strip or foil
has be~en builtup bytheise cold-,rolling procedures. Edge. cracking',4A quite
infrequent, and the. ,as- rolled surface i's bright and shiny. 14Lch Of ,ithe
material is being used for experimen-tal work. IIt is planned to. pre~aie a

smal aauut I 1nai foland then cease cold-rolling studes

C.old Swaging. Following, the oct~gonization of a square sinter'ed bar,~

by the process des'cribed under Cold olling;I.,' cold swagin'g i's int."aduced.I

:This operation followrs the same over-all methods as described, abový,\F for
other cold-worqking operations, namely, cold working with intermediate
annealing, ReductliOP, however,, is usually 20 per cent per pass. 'Th~e
annealing, as shown in Table 5,, is 2 hours at 1700 C. Postanneal hardiisses 4I
always fall to 300 VHiN and are often around 270 VHN.J

With :the availa~ble equipment., swaging is possible down to diameters
,of about 65 mails. A,1:, that juncture, wire drawing would be expected to be the
next operation if fineir diameter stock is desired. However, due to diffi-
culties in wire draw:'ng that seenmi to be almost inherent 'With rhenium,, wire
drawing is done only, if wire of 50 to 65-nail diameter is desired. If wvire of
finer dimensions i~s needed, Turk' s head drawing enters, as,'indicated in
the next section.

ColdTurk' s Fead Drawingj. First, the as-swaged metal iii 11scu~tpedly
which removes I or 2 rnils of its surface by grinding with r. large alunbiruiu
oxide wheel. This eliminates tiny surface fissures that occasionally xppc~lr
a~s a result of swaging. The wire is then drawn through a Tuiek' s head draw
plate, a series of four small rolls so arranged as to give square wire. This
operatioiu, wi~h intermediate annealing., is carried out at, 10 p-,r cent reduc-
tion in crosw-sectional area per pass. The rhenhnu~ reduces easily an~d

maintains an e.%ceilent surface because of the; rolling type of reduction. ritt-
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byfrvro in l gdrawing direction for, each pass. Wire ranging in thickness

rudwire su'bsequently if desired*

Coid~ ~ ~~V Wrrai. Ire~ Lrawzum iilaj li U one directl otwn

swagng-but, snere'peated drafts seem to produce a poo wir sufce,

65-n-ill swaged rod, scalped and drawn 'with. the best lubricati.jn mothods yet '
*developed for rheniium, has an excellent surface when drawn to 50"mils. a

good surface when drawn to 40 m-ills, but a poor surface at 30 nmiils and
below. If 10-n-ill wire is desired, the swaged material .is Turk' s headU
drawn from 65 mnils to about'30 m-ills, and then round-wire drawing to-10 m-ills
commences. ,If equi~meriit fdr swaging to,20 or 30 m-ills were available, the
Turk' s hee~d operation probably would be, unnecessar(y. A moire detailed
dtscriptio,# of Oihe wiremdrawing, work follows.

TVir%; dra-wing JAS acconiplished, by reductin oC 10 pe1 enincroGss-
sectional Ar~ea per pass with inte'rmediate anneals of 2 hours at 1700 CaI
described in Table 5.!

The' specific 'procedure so far developed is to~ t1sc~al P1 a swaged rod a:s
previously described and lightly polish the rod with abract,ive paper to re-
move th~e grinding marks from scalping. A point is then ground on the wire
w ith an aluminum oxide grinding wheel, lubricant is applied to the, wire, anddrawing is done in a linear draw bench at about 10 feet per minute.

Despite continuous experliý.ýentation, rhenium wir ihasraefe

of imperfections has not yet been' prepared if more Ithan three or four dra~ftsp
are given. Th ese imperfections appear first as longitudinal gouged or pitted
areas, nekct as longitudinal fissures, and then as small transverse cracks.
Evidently the die friction is very high, probably a result of rhenium' s high
resistance to defterrn.-tion and its rapid hardening by cold working. Approxi*-
rnately 20 lubricants have been investigated, including liquid-tyýpe materials,
solids, and combinations of ýeach. In general, the best results were obtained
by using a lithiumn stearate-base grease-like material containing tallow, andI
IFioushtpri' s Cyl. Tat No. 81, a heavy oil., Hard coatings p1roduced very poor
surfaces, and baked-on COatxn'gs were absolutely worthless. All of this
drawing was done in Carbioloy die's. Below lO-mnll diameter, however,
ditrnornd, dies are used. Drawing through diamond dies appears to be easierI
thakn through Carboloy. The smallest diarhet-er wire prepared to datea is 7
rn~&lt

Gold Rod Rollip Aother method of rteductioki of sintered bar that
has been invettigated is rod roLling. Short sertions of sintered rherdium in
tj,-e ii~-sintcred,, as-peened, as-octasonized, and asl-bwaged conditions wereI
all reduced. htoin about 0. 20 inch square or round teo 0. 09 inch square with
considelable succeos, Reduction wa~s at the rate -.[ 1.5 per cent in crnV,5_
RPectionsO area per pasij with the usual intermediate anneals. Little edge
'ýracking developed on any of thei specimens, anti the exp eri i-, xit indicated
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that sintered bar could be cold Fod rolled directly wihn.prearmitoyi
steps such as are necessaryýfor swaging. H11owever, Iwaging at In pIr c~ent
reduction p-c; pass produces b uaiidler digpneter, product faster for the pur-
poses of this work..

iheniurn AlLoys

No alloy program hj~s been undertaken with the expressed ide~ of
:s udyng he llosper se. However, at se~verali points in thepormth

farcainof certain alloys was studied as a result of material rejuire-
mentq for other work, usually electroni~c studies.

Arc-rMelted Rhenium-Thorium Alloys

it; was first thought, that rhenium-thorinM alloys were necessary for
thexrmnionic: - mis sion studies, with the thorium present as metal. Aiccord-
inglyj -arc-melted rhenium buttons containing 0. 55: 1 and 2 per cent thbrium
were pr'epared, the buttons to be fabricated or, to be'ct n grujd to
cylindrical test specimens. Breakage occurred consistently during grind-
ing, and fabrication was Dimpossible. The thorium metal definitely caused
embrittlement. The structure is shown in Figure 12.

Thoriated Sintered Rheniumt%

Although thoriated rhenuum is not an alloy in the strict sens~e of the
word, it will be discussed in th',is context.,

Following the failure of efforts -to fabricate rhenium-thoriumn alloys,
it wais found that rhenium containing thaxium in the form of thoria (thorium
oxide, rho2 ) would be quiate acce~ptable for the rmionie- emission studies.
*iccortdinglyo thori& was blended with rhenium powder.. in amounts of Q. 5, 1,
Z.,. and 5 per cent, calculated on the basis of thorium content by weight.
The' bars were pressed, bi ter'ed, and fabricated. The ih~riumi when pres-
ent as 0. 5, 1, and 2 per cienlt a's thuria., all owed fabrication to piroceed un- .
hind~red. Howiever. 5 per'4cent thorium #6s thoria caused. embrittlemnento.
and breakage occurred durinig Owaging. A typical thor~iated structurc is
illustYated inl Figure 13.

Arc-MeixedRher~ium With De 2 idizing 1Lierrent. Added

During attempts at, hot working of rhenium, it wasi thought that, if
certain deoxidizing elements co~dd be added to tic up oxygpen inte~imall y, the
hot shortness native to rhenium, might be alleviatcie. Five eleme Ints, alumi-

n~um, i'itaniuzn, zirconitim., uranium., and thorium, were added ýin I pec ~en
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-- quantiti es each'. All of the all9ya developed rather exceassie cracking.
Only, the titanium alloy showed any improvement, over rh4eni.4m, and it. didI
not show sufficient improvement to warrant furth e lr ~ n

PHYSI AL. PROPERTIE"S

H/
Up 'to theý, inception of this research pro *1ect, information on the physi-

cal properties 'of rhen~ium was very sketchy. / ',A number of determinations
had, been made, ýbut vilry few of thlese had beiin ve'rified by other workers.
It was felt that a thorilugh investigation into these properties was warranted,
so as to provide a firi'n basis for further les.4 basic investigations.

Lattice Cons'=nts ;7

Several determinations of the latticýý constants of this hexagonal

'close-packed metal have been made. The most accurate group of values,
appears to have been the result of ilive stiptions bX Stenzel and Woertz,A)
but, Ate, eta.(, Goldschmidt(4), and'MoellerN' also have published
data,

Three sets of values, all determined by X-ray diffraction methods,
have been obtained in the present work. One qf,, these patterns was made
from purified powder reduced from ammonium perrhenate,, and two,.a
major and-minor pattern, were obtained from crystal-,bar rhe-nium. These
are all recorded in Table 6, which includes the results found by St~enzel 4nd,
Wecrtz and by the otlw,'r investigators for comparison purpose's,

Powder-pattern results from the present work and the values given by
Stenzel and Weertz agree exactly. The minor phase from. ofta ~as
agrees well with these two values. fThe crystal-bar major pa(: tern does not
match the other values., which may-be a result of the pres-encq: of impurities
during deposition of a certain section of the crystal bar. mhi value is indic-
ative of a contracted lattice, and must be, therefore, a rfl'ult of sub~sti-
tutional impur-ties. Although interstitial impurities can otaly expandl a
lattice, substitutional impurities may cause either contractlion or e~cpnsion.

The powder-pattern value from the present work is pre-i~rred# and it
agrees well with the seve~ral other values. In general, cktciAl.stions from I
these constants give density values s'l-lehtly 4'iiaher ti-ai~ rtiourtad preoual~y,

adtend to point uap the high denzcity values determined experihtnentAll U~
reported below.
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TABLE ý6. LATTICE CONSTANTS OF RHENIUM

'to A -cop A, c/a Investigator Remarks

~*mos) 4 8 a) 1. 615',' Present work- Prfie
powderI

75 3 (a) .4.445(8k .65Fieetwr rsa a

a6 (b 1. 616 Present work Crystalba

(minior)ba

2.1 6 0 Wc) 4 .4 5 '9(0) 115Stnzel and -

Weertz(4)I

2 .' 7 1 ,(c) 40479(0) 1.616 Agte,.'et al. (3) 0,3% Mo

2. 6 1 (110) 4.459(c) 1.615 Moeller(-) 0.5% 'KZ0

z., 7 5 8 0(c) 4.57c 1. 616 Goldschxnldt(6 ) 0. 3% Mo

(a) Accurate toA. 001Q6A.(a), Accurate to +0. 001 A.
(c) Converted, from tne literature to true angstrom units.

Density

Agte, et al. (3,had calculated the dehsity of rhenium from the acceptedU
atomic weight,, 186. 31j, and the la~tice constants they determined (see Table
6). This value, . O2. 53 g/cm3 , is the one most often cited; in addition, AgteIfound an experimental density of 20. 9 g/cm3 , indicating his lattice constants
were probably high. Otie other literature value for the density exists, that qof Goldor-hvYnjdt( 6 )'i who calculated 21. 40:t 0. 06 g/cid. This ýwa's based on an
atomic weight now known to be inicorr~ect.

oee--aldrectdensity rmeaureruints were conduicted in the presentwr.The fi.rst of these -was made on unworked crystal berr, and the- others
were conducted on seemingly sound sections of si~uged crystal bar and hot-
rolled strip. As can be seen in Table 7; none of these va'ues excceeded Z 1. 0
g/-Cm 3. Finally, mneasurements were made on fabricated rod approximately6. 6 inchies long and 0. 150 inch in d.iamete2'. The rod had becu labricated, byswaging from 1/4-irich sintered ear, using the (Cold-working procedures n~ow
considered standard, i~t was then annealed repeatedly. Metallographic
examination verified that tho~ rod waks ;omnpletely sotind. The method used
was water iphcmn;two vallues, 21.0 OZ nd 21. 03 g/csd were obiaiacd.
iN U T' A 5 - 7 1A



*1TABLE 7. DENSITY iPEMN iOSON RHENIUJM

g/m hnimMethod Investigatoi

21. 02 *0. 1l' Si~tered and swaged. Water displacem~ent Present work
21.03,+ 0.0J rod

20. 82 1 0. 01' 44waged lcryst~l bar Water displacemen~t Ditto

20. 9' 1 0. 1 Uinworked crys tal Wae ipamet .

a bar

2.0. 75 f+ 0. 01' I'ot-worked sintere~d WI te r aisp1A4Arnet

ý,sheet

20. 9 ~ Probably crystal bar Probably water dis- Agte., et a:.(3
placement. '------------ ------------------

21.0(f4 *0, 01 Crystal bar From lattice con-. Prvaesent work
stants

20. 53 Probably crys tal bar From lattice can, Agtes et_&j.. (3)

stantis

--------------------------------- I----------------------- -------.--- - -

21. 02 Sinte red and swaged Water, diaj'aaceznen¶t Present work
rod,,ý reduced 22. 0
p er cent by cold
work
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If/• could only lovv.er the density, they are probably more nearly correct. Thus,

21.02#0.01 8/cm3 is the preferred value ior pure rhenium and is comhpared I
with the valueq forother elements in Table 8.

Calculation of the theoretical density from the new lattice constants
and the accepted atomic weight rastacconplihshed by use of the i!Quation: I

: ,, i d - krnM ,

Vi

where ,+/

d = density,, grams per cubic centimeter 3
k = 1. 66020, a constrant(7) (mass of the hydrogen atom x 1024)
n = 8, number of atoms per unit cell

= 186. 31, the atomic weight (after Agtc( 3 )) l
'VV = volume of the unit cell, calculated from the lattice constants:

Sao = 2..760 :k 0. 0 01 A, ,

' co = 4. 458 ,* 0.001 A')

by the equation 4

V = 3V/ia0 co. c

This calculation 'gave 2I 04 g/cm-, in excellent agrcement with the
exPerimental value of 21 ¶02* 0. 01 g/cmI. These figures establish rhenium
as the fourth most dense celerrxent (see Table 8).

i
TABLE 8. THE DENSITY OF HENIUM COM-

17ARED WITH THE DE-NSITIES OF [
OTHER ELEMENTS(8MI

Density,
Element g/cm 3

Osmium 22,6
Iridium 22.5

Platinum 21.5

Rhenium 21.0
Gold 19.3

Tungster, 19, 3
Uranium 18.7 f
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In addition,., a density detcrm~inatio'n rats obtained on swaged rod- 22. 0
per cent reduced by cold work to determine whether cold. working, afected
the density. Two values were obtained, 20. 99 and 21.'04 g/ci 3 t the average,
of which is 21. 02 /cm 3 , the same density as establisheda for Oinealed
rnetal.ý The conclusion is that cold workifiý does not affect thr, den6,ity of
r henium. ..

H 1ekizing ko-nt

Twov lnv.est6igators hiad detexcined the melting point of rhen~urn prev1-
ously, and each agre qut elwt h ther. The investigators, *Agtef,
et al. (3), and Jaeger vind Ros~enbohml(8)' found 3170 * 60 C and 31'60 C,
respectively.

in the present investigation., first results "using the bored-hole' nethod'
~n sinitered bars indicý,ated that;,the melting point~was not, so high asthese
inviest~igators claimed. An aviirage value of 3010 *90 C wa s found' r~om four
determ iraions.

ýHowever, recent 1rwork on hig'h-tempeiature! porosity has focu'aed a~ttezx-
tion on the imnpurity content of the powde r- Metail urgyý,-type rhexiium, a
factor which often affects melting points deeply. Wheil highly puitried
rhenium, containing less than 0. 09 per cent impurities,- was available and
its melting, point deteirmined, the early resultA were found to be in error.'
The determination by the bored-hole method gave a new. melting point of
3180 * 20 C, as average'd from two separate determinationss 3184 C and 1
3175 C. Since good co~rrections were available for absorption in the sight-'
hole glass and the filter used. and since the optical pyrometer has been - '
calibrated recently, the new value of 3 180*k20 C, is to be preferred. Alon~
with the results of previous investigators,, this value confirms that rheiu
is the second highest melting metal and the third highest melting element.

The melting points determined in the present work are- summnarimea in
Table 9 and compared ther'ein with the wrork of the early investigators. In
Table 10, the melting point of rhenium is compared with those of other high-
melting elements.

___ 'd
Vapor Pressure of Solid Rhe-niirnm

In order to evaluate fully the potential importance of rhenium~ as a
matz rial for electronic applications, it is necessary to have information on

the vapor pressure. No specific data are available in the literature re~lating"
tothe vapor pressure of rheniurn as a func~tionn of temperature.
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TABLE 9. THE MELTING POINT OF RHENIUM

Temperature, Temperature,
C F Inve is tigator

3170 : 60 5740 * 110 Agte, et al. (3)

3160 5720 Jqieger and Rosenbohm( 9 )

3010 * 100 5450 : 200 Present work, 0. 2 per U
ccnt -- prtc

3180 *'2O 5760 * 40 Present works < 0.09 per
cent impurities 3

TABLE 10. THE MELTING POINTSOF RHLNiUM
AND SEVERAL OTHER ELEMENTS(9)

i ElemeMelting Point,
] Element C

Carbon(graphite) 3700* 100

STungsten 3410 * 20

Rhenium 3180 * 20 3
Tantalum 2996 * 50

Molybdenum 26Z5 * 50

I 5

I I
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To obtain the requiired information$ the Langinuir weight-lost~ inIthod!
wihhaB been us'ed previously at Battelle -in le-termininig the vapor pres,-, i
s reof such metals as titaniuin(1O), a mlyd The validity of the at
aschecked by thprmodynarrnac calculations, and the boil~ng point of'the

D6,i.cription of the Test Method

The Langnmuir weight-loss5 mh~-t~od(l 1) involves heating a wire of the
desired material in a goodl vacuuft (1,S mm of mercury o .r 'lie~s). at a" con-
stant temperature for a nieasured ti~ml interval and determining the loss'i
weight as a result of evaporation of iný.tal from the wire., Relation 1 and 2,
following, are3 then "Used to comnpute thý! vapor press'ure:

bop~10ptý lg m- 1/2 log M: 1/2 log T- 1. 647, 1

where vapor pressure, sAtrrospheres

M = grrnm-iolecu~ar weight of the vapor

T = temperature, deOgrees' Kelvin

I In =rate of evaporation, g/cm2 /sec.
Fuirther:-

1/2 ,W /Z W1/2
0/

where p =computed density at. temperature of rup, g /C m ji

W0initial we~ight per unit lerigth of wire, g/CrnMh

I W =final weight per unit length of wire, g/cr"

t =tine of run,ý seconds.

Test Specimens

wrsThe* ipecirnens used in the experimnental work viere in thý form2 of 3
wirs aout0. 00Inch in diameter by 6 inchesi long. These wires Werle

made by cold pressing) sintering., and cold 'working as-described ini the eec-3
tion on consolidation and fabrication.

~itczi, S m cos~.T1/2, M-1/a. the Knodgen eqUatIOa. As Is irnowtomy xvhe

dealing with met Is, a. the co d.t fic rit s ataurned e h tD Unity. (12 )
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Figure 14 is -a photomicrograph of a longitu~dinal section of a typical

wirc specimen in its co1ndition prior to iest.-

FIUR 14IOGTDNLMCOTUTR

sceedotote .25 -ic-Xaee tugtnspotn lcjoe. Thisi

The spcmnwsspoted in a horinPre'ul iotal pstio ndp the tunste
molybvdenum prlamping bicr eah0.5ichbuin dmtr by . 5 iunce g long.

A 45-mm Pyrex tube, with an optically flat Pyrex Plate: sealed in its
tree end, was joined at rigký angles to the Ubulb, and perpendicular to the test3
specimen at its center. Tha temrperature 'of the wire was deteermined by

uien~ f a standardized op;ical pyromete. iighted thkrough tbeft ye
mn -iicv.lly opera -.d glass shutter was placedi the line of sight

between the test., wire and the optic-al window to prevent condensation of
evaporated rhenkium on the w~ndow. The shutter was maintained in t~his posi-
tion except wheu temperature determination. were being made.~
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- I
Figure 15 illustrates the complete vacuum'system (except for the

mechanical fore pump.),r which includes an ionization gage, ft liquid-nitrogen I
tr4o. and three-str• mercury diffusion pump.

LL

1rp adar thre-she mery '

- if,

t -

rhWith the seienin place, the system :was evacu~ted to about

1 ,,.-mm of mercury and tben filled with high-purity helitinm as a purge.
Next" ,'he system 'wa.-i re-evacuited to 10-5 mm of tnercury, 6r lower, and
the rhenium wire wash heated electrically with stabilized a-c power to the
desired temperature 4is rapidly as possible. The wire temjlerature was
maintained constant by adjyýsting the applied voltage so thatithe product of
the cube root of the current and the voltage did not vary. TIhe test runs
were terminated when it was judged that siufficient metal had been evaporated
from the surface of the wire to permit accurate weight-losMi determljnation.

Data A

Table 11 liststhe exjberi•xental results. Calula'ted high-temperaturedensities ranging from 19. 73 tb 19.-93 g/cm3 were used in 'computations

based on Equations i, and 2. One run was made at each of the temperatures
reported '

TABLE 11. EXPERIMENTAL VAPOR-PRESSURE DATA'FOR RHENIUM . 3
Corrected Duration Rate of

Temperature. of Rim, Evaporation, mi, Vapor Pressure
4 C K seconds 8/cm2/seC Atmosphere mm Hg

2 2221 . 2494 259,200 1. 54x 10" 8  i. 24x 10` 9  9.39x 10-7

Z250 2523 151,200 3.23x 10- 8  2.61 x 10-' 9  i. 98.g 10-6
2332 2605 30,600 7.35x10 8  6.04A I0-9 4.5410-6

2475 2748 54,000 6. 96x itNh7 5.56siOU- 4.23!10.3
2480 2753 Z3 0 4.67x 10-7  3.93x10 8  2.99x 10-5

2606 2879 2.77 x 10-6 2.38x 10-7 i.Slx 10 -4

72-6 2999 1,560 8.41x 10- 6  7.37x0- 7  5.60x 10- 4
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An empiric-al expression for the vapor pressure of rhenium was. calcu-,
lated from the exp erizncental determlnations, using the m"to f e
* squres.For the temperature range covercd, Equatiop- s~vli er-
sentation of the vapor pressure, of rhenium:_

log1 0  l~ = 04038 .. 2§~ 3

where

mm vapor pre ssure, 'millimete'rs of mercur1.y

T =temperature., degrees Kf'jlvin.

ýThe vapor pres')sure of rheniumn so determiried i's about ten times I
greater than that of tungshtrL and i's about J"I-1/ times that: of tantalum. Ti
is illustrated in Figure 16.

Discussion of Results

There, are -several sources ofpossible error iriýthe experimentally'
determined vapor pressure of rhenium.

For examplt, the wire specimen was assumed to be at a constant
temperature except for about / inch on each end. H~owever, there was a
slight temperature gradient from the center oi the wire to locations 1/4 inch
from each end.; Since the te~mperature Was measur~ed at the center of the
wire, the average true tempera-tures may have been slightly below the Vaiues
indicated. Thugs, the measured vapor pressures should ý,e associated with
lower temperatures and,, hence, would be slij'htly low at the stated tempera-

Estimation of the Boiling" Point and. !
Liquid Vapor Pressure, of Rhenium.

Boilinq Point,

Extrapolation of Equation 3 to PrM 760 -gives only a very crude esti= :
mate -of the boiling poiht of rheniuml i. e... 5430 K. To obtain P, better .
estimatej a thermodynamic treatm ent is employed in which the following
important thermadynarnic relationship is sattisfied:j

Rý In Patm g
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where
R. the universal gas constant) 1.,98,'. cat/mole

patm =vapor pressurle, atmospheres,ý

=the, free-energy function ýkbr liquid's and crystalline
T C~/Solids, i.c.,ý the "condensed" phages Go4 matielr

(FO~HN ;-111 the free-energy function for the vapor

AH0  (HO - Ho) in which HO is the heat of suhlimation at
temperature T and Hoo is..the* heat of sublimation at0
absolute zero, in calories per mole.

The free-energy functions, for solids and for dln' ~2O

can be evaluated when the thermal variation -of CI); the heat cap~acity~, is I,
knon ad apropriate account -is taken of phase changes. " Th £eeeergy

function for the vap or,' %.o. H'\ can be determined from, spe~ctrbý4'copic

data(l 3 ).-

Equation 4 is -.ved first to assess the :quantitative accuracy ofithe
experimnental data of Table 11, i. e., AHO~is computed for each~of ýthe ex-

pi~irenaltemperatures, using the corresponding measured vlso h
vapor pre-,sure-'% Table 1Z lists the results of these Computations. ;Although
the- standard dev 'iation from~ the mean is 1015 calories, somewhat higher

than might !be desired., no over-all trend up-ward or downward. is i~dicated,
so that large syi~tematic errors apparently have been avoid~ed. T40 value
187, 000 calories has been tak~en as AH 0 of sublimation for rhenluý,.

If Pamis set equal; to 1 in Equation 4, then, its logarithm~ is "zero., and,,U

by a method of siuc.cessive approximation,, T' '..the, boiling point of
rhenium, ca~ti be estimated. The value so obtained is, 5900 K, :or about
5630 C.I

Vuor Pressure of Liquid Rhenium I
0

Once a reasonable value for 'AHO has been obtained, Equation 4 canI
,be tised to compute the vapor pressure of liquid rheniumn at variowi tempera-
,;tures above the ruelting point. These computed valucs are, in reality,
estim-at s4 Since no data are available for the heat capacity- of liquid rhenihum
Brewerf-14, has e~stirnated the zt.Ltropy of fusion of rhen~ium i 2. 3

WADC TIR 54-_371 4
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le,;Kiiopy units, and this value was useid in'the computation of,(O; ~

abcive the mnelting pon ofreim(106 C). The h4'at capacity of ll'uid
___rlieniurnl was assumed to be 10,~8 cal/miole/C. To implenmeht thei cailcula-

tio~s, (FO ~H~) FO - H0, FO~~

waý;s expanded as a quadratic "function of T above the rretn, pont iCoy

puted40 5 24'5. 807 x 10-4 T' I.'824*x 10-1 T. (5

Using Equationo 4 and 5;,,the va~lues of Table 13 and Figu~frie 17 wtei~e comn-

TABLE 13. THE VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID RHINIUM

0/foo\ V;apor Pres'sure
Tv F d"of Liquid Rep

deg K,\ atm.

337 6(a) -3..34953 2.0 OlXlO5

3500, -. 784 5.09xi0o

400-33.177 1. 08X10~

4500 .'-32. 663 1. 14xIO

5000 -. 2287.44x10
2  .

5500, 31. 906034

5 900 -31. 702 i .0
-- .~-~4---- -------- ~------~---- -~it

(a) Tbe temperatture uskid for the melting point of rheniti wa 3100 C.
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Electrical Resistivity

I t

The literature lists two values for the electrical resisativity 61. rheniumi.
On Of thlese reported by J~gte, et al. (3)' is 2 1., 15 per ctn icrohm-

cenimeers an th oter, 18 9microhyrx-cenitimeters (at 0,t) waj fou hd.

determned bytwo searate nvvariations at room temperth n yat-r
costant-tempnertiature roo elevate Widertues oh ffcf cent)ok n h

we-refound so he inestiation'arereported steparztely below, with aI
sum~ry ecton flloingthediscussion of each.

Room'Teperature Resistivity (1) and the Effect of
Cold Work on Resistivity

Approximately 40 resistivity determinations were made -on rhenium A.of.
purity comparable to that lis.ted in Table 1. Sa~mple 12. The wire ranged
from 8 to 18 inche's lone 30 to 60 mits in diasirter, and was in both t~he aft.ý4
nealed and the cold-worked conditions. A Kelvjn bridge located in a

contau- tmpeatue rom as used to mnake tile xnieasurements. The
resstiitywascalculated by the' equation:

p = resistivity, o4im-centimeters

R = resistance, ohms

A. cross- sectional area, cmn2

e= length, cm.

The results are plotted in Figure 18 as, a fuxnction of cold work for each
specimen measured, Considerable scatter ik evident aroong both the an-

nealid and. the cold-warked values, although it is readily evident that the
resia~tivity increases with increased cold work. These mneasurements 'were
made, at an average t*emperature of 25 C.

The room- temperature values have bee~n averaged and reported in'
Table 14'as corrected to 20 C. For comparison., the valu'es fouind by Agte
and co-workers and by Meissner and Voigt are included.
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TABL.E 14. RSSITY0'ANEAtIED ~E~M t2
ýBY DETE RMINATION(1

4%eistL1VALy" 1¾omn-cm. LU JIn~BIa)~ O tw1 l~~

18..79 Present worko lowes,!t'value

19.14* 0.25 ,Pr~sent work, 'ýverajje value

21. 1 (*5) gte and co..woilrkers,ý'

19. 0 k le i ss~ne r and Iog(15

The results 'from Deterrmilaalciun (1) indicuie that Ajtet a values are
somnewhat too high, but the best data from the presenit work agreet ratherý
closely with the findings of Meissner and Voigt.!'

Room- Temperature, Resistivity: (II) and the
Tem perature Dependency of Reiistivity

The resistivity of a sample of rhenium wire, w4hich was drawn to at
d a.'i eter of 0. 0 146 inch, was determiined over -a teliperatur e range froMr,
room temperature to about 2500 K. 'Probes wq're attached to the wi~re to

mneasure the voltage drop over a measured length of the center partion of'

* the resistivity specimen. This test portion of the specime'n was cho'sen'far'
* ~from the current leads in order to minimize errors arisi4i from end~-conling

* ~effects. The specimen was placud in an evacuated and gettered glass tube
to assure minimum contamination of the sariple. The pressure"Xii the test,

-chamber was estimated to be less tilial 10 - 8 mm of mercury. The
measurements at room tempt~rature were made in a constant- temperature
room. The temperature of tfie ýpecim~ron at higher, temperfitures was' detter-

mined with an optical pyrome~ter,A and ;4as corrected for thie spoctra1 emissi-

ývity of rheniumn. The resistivity' measi,~rements were made' in steps for

several temperature cycle's frorri roomi,ý,emperature to the highest tempera-
ture and back to room temnperature.

hA total of 135 resistivit y dteterminations, which are representea by
the points ini Figure 19, estat'lish a curve for the dependency of reawistivityv' l
on temperature. The resistivity of rhenium- a~t a temperature of 32. 7
0. 55 C was found to be 21. 63* 0. 03 mricrohm-ýcerntirnetters, an average of 1.33

xneast-iren-Ants of resi-stivity, and temperature. Whent corrected to 20 C,

'which is normally taken as room temperatu~re, the resistivity is 21, 59 <
microhm-centimeters. The klesistivity at othe~r temperatures car. b-- read

directly fronm the temperature2-resistivity curve.
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Thercodm-tetrperature value, Zi1. 5.§ mic~rohm-rcentimete?,,s, agrees
quite well with the 4Vialue reported. by A'gtcý (see Tabl~e 14), but niot with that
reporited by Mleisarter and Voigt. $

$oonm- Temp erature Re si stivitie s: Sunmmaryv

Two determinations of the room- temperaturei re'sistivity have been
completed. They disagree by -about 12 pe rjcent, far- too great a di'sagree-
ment to allow averaging. All attempts t& explain the difference have been
fruitless; for- instance, porosity might have caused the high value for
Determin~ation. (HI), but inicroinspeictionýI showed no porosity. Furthermore,
all of these measurements were conducted on rhenium- containing 0. 15
to 0. 20 per cent impurity, as opposed to) the recently Processed very high-
purity metal of about 0. 08 per cent impurity containing very little alurninumj,
magnesium., and calcium.

!iAccordingly, as soon as fine wire of the new high-purLity -paterial is
available, a single section will be tested- for resistivity values by the two
methods described above; a single 'orrect value for room- temperature re-
sistivity will be obtained thus. In addiftion, a determination. of theý resistivity
in the temp~erature range from 20 to ý200 Cwill be attempted.

Two mnethods ýwere used to dete-rmine the spectral erniissivity of
rhenium; MI the Pr~escott method(16)1 for low and intermediate tempie'ratukes9;
and (2) the boreed-hole mnethod(17) for very high tem~peratures.

The Prescott Method

Theory. In the Prescott method, the specim& i'iis placed in an ev'acu-
ated ,lass bulb inside a light-tigrht cylinder lined Witha material of, high 1
refle-cti'vity, so that the light in the cyli-nde r reaches equilibriutri with the.

emte.Wht oto evtmagnesium oxide is satisfactory for this appli-

cation. The white velvet backwall of the enclosing cylinlder-wks 1llumainuted.
in the first measu'rements by six 32-_candlepowerv-. autom.-otire-hheedlight bulbs,
and in later measuremnents by a carbon arc. The emissivity of the spec-imen.
can be calculated from Wie~n' s radiation law with accuracy sufficient for mnost
purposes, The qtiAntitties measured are the twptical temperature of the speci-
men, wvith and without illumination, and the opotiacal temperature of the back-;'
wkall1 illum~inatied by the specimen and the auxiliar'y larips. Then the spectrJal

mU emisaivity can be calculate6 from the formula:

WADG TR 54-371 4
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I **;where c = 14330 mziczoni-sdegrees

A.x wavelength, "in microns, of light passed by' pyrometer I
filter I

T backwall brightness temrperature

S =brightness temperature of heated and illuminated specimen I,
D=brightne stp temperature of heate diispecimen.

When spectral';emissivities are determined by this method,, there is an
;ýupper temperature limit iznpoa3cd by the highest brightness temperature of'
the bickwall of the lined, cylindrical enclosure. When the brightness tem-
perature of the, specimen. approaches the brightness temperature ,of the back-

'Wall, the error becomes large,' and the method jails. One obViou PSSolution
to,thigi problem is to increase the back-wall illu iination ýuntil sufficient illu-
mination is present to give.,an accurate difference between these two temper-
aturies.

Mei asurbementgro Ind the first experiment, the rhenium specimen was a
polished,, hollow cylinder, 0. 134 inch ina diameter and 0. 4 inch in length,

'Whch adbee grundfrom a solid rod of crlystal-bar rheniumr. The
ý,.masuemets ereobtained in a dynamic 'Vacuum system with a Distillation,

ýProducts three-stage oldiffusion pmaWelch Duo-Seal mechanic'al pump,

and a liquid. nitrogen cold tr~ap. The illumination was furnished by six 32-I
candlepower automotive lamps. The spectral ernissivities that were ob-
ained from measurements with this equipment are presented in Figure 20.

The roorn-temperature point is an avera~ge valae calculated from 19 deter-I
mination~s of the spectral emissivity. The probable error of thi mean for
thisw value isa * 0. 00 9.

A.,!h ecn epriet a new envelope was designed to obtain
accurate measurements bi! the Prescott method at temperatures aboveI
1000 C. A 0. 015-mul rheniuni wir ws used for the measurements above
1000 1. Probe wire *s were attached to this specimen for the purpose of
Meag-4rine the~ potential drop across a known length of the wire;. WiLh Lhis
arran -gernent, the resistivity and the ernissivity could be measured at the
same time. The tube containing the rhenium specimen was sealed off from i
the vac~uum system, So that the Prescott apparatus could be mroved to an arc
light to gain more intense backw'all ill~niatin.I the ie~rmns
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rnonoch~romator received tome of the light from the arc, and the light inten-
siyneai, 0!..655 micron was monitored and was'the same for each reading.

With this ý,apparatus the emisiivity was found to be 0. 416 e,,t a temperature of '
The Bored-Hole Method

During ste gadiiig--Point Otudlies, thQ spectral ernissivity of

rheraii'Wtn from ~about 1300 C to 3000 C was determined. This was accorr-_
-plished simply by "recording the black-body ho'le *temperature in a;heated bar,ý
And also recording the corresponding' brightness (su~rface) temaperature of

1ýthe b~ar under equilibrium conditions. The, emnissivity was c~iculated for
each point by means of the relationship (18):

where
T = black-body tcm-peiature, K,

V brightness temperature, K (surface temperature)

F FF =0. 655, the wavelength

C = 142362, a constant

=x spect'ral emiissivity.

FA plot of th-c variatipn of spectral emissivity, EX, with black-body
temperature is shown in Fiigure 21. Included on the plot are the emnissivity
constants found by Levi Akid Eupersecn(1'9), who found 0. 366 at an unspecifiedI
but elevated temperature;. :This value checks well with the present high

F .temperature value,,an i.s I otted at 2800 C for infor±mation purposeds4 In
Faddition, Becker and Mofar'$(2-) reported a value of E, ='0.42, which,"agrees

well with the r. cent data at about 1400 C, although these authors also' 1
fied n1 temperature, pd

Following calculation of the emnissivity, for each experimental point, '

data were taken fro'm the average curve of Ex, versus T (Figure '21)1 and-
plotted as TV versus T to give a curve of black-body temperature 'Versus
brightness temperature. This is shown in .Figurez 22; and is miore practical.
for evetyday usage.

Combined Rewult8 F

E;A versus the true temperatsure has been plotted in Figure 23.for the
data from both the Prescott and the bored-hole determiniations. Eve~n though
the bored..hole methodjfails at lower temperatures (about 1200 C) in the

* WADCa TR 54-371IM
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range where it applies, the Prescott method can be relied upon around
these temperatures. Thus, the combined plot covers the complete tempera-
ture range from room temperature to 3000 C with a fair degree of reliabil-
ity. The results indicate a slight drop of the emissivity with increasing
temperature from a4bout 0.42 at room temperature to about 0. 36 at 3000 C.'
This is in opposition to the results 4btained by Stephens( 2 1), which indicated
a slight increase in emissivity is to be expected with an increase in tem-
perature.

Thermal Expansoion

,One determination of thle thermal expansion of rhenium by X-ray
methods was made by Agte, et al. (3). Thep values were determined from
data taken at room temperature and at 1917 C, and are as follows:

[001] =12.45xi0- 6 per C 80-8%

.[100] 4.67x lO- 6 per-C 8% I
The c-aWis expansion was 2. 6 times the a-axis expansion; the authors
claimed no variation with temperature. I

The linear-thermal-e pansion co--ci.ients have been determined re-
cently for a 150-mil rod 3 'inches long. The measurements, taken on a
recording dilatometer overa temperature range from 20 to 1000 C, show
a slight increase in expansivity with temperature. The results are pre-sented in Table 15, anfl compared tberein with those for tungsten(l) for the
20 to 500 C range.,

MECHANICAL' PROPERTIES

The lite~ature shows virtually no data on the mechanical properties of
rhenium. This is despite the fact that rher-niurn' s position in the periodic
system and a few pieces of extaint data indicaLe that its mechanical proper-
ties might he quite interesting. Recent measurements have shown that
l tianium s amazingly strong and is also ductile at roor-, temperature andis'not embrittled by recrystallization. Tungsten, for instance, is not duc-

tile in the, massive state at room temperature.

Since nechanical-property measurements were also made on thoriated
rhenium, the following work is recorded under two -!adings, "Pure Rheni-
urnm and s'Thoriated Rhenium".
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TABLE 15. LINEAR THERMA.L EXPANSION FOR PURE RH14ENIUM

Temperature Range; C ~-

20-100 '6.6

20-200. 6.6

20-300 6.6,

20-4006.

Z0-500 6.i7

20-600 6. 7

20-700 6.7'f

20-800 68

_0_90 6.8_ _ _ I

20-9000 6.8

20-500 (Tungsten) 4.45

Pure Rhentium

Modultus of Elasticity

Youn' 9modlusof elasticity had never been deteý!.rzined for rhenium.

A tokal a;' si etr ationS has been ma de on three separate test
specimens in the present work, Four of these rnpasure~mthnts --bre on one

of the specimenls. In each case, the material used was l5;mlswaged rod '
about 5 inches long. A. standard l/8-inch-.diaznicter roundV6ensile section was
ground in the center of each rod; the specimnens were annesa:ed, and two Type
A-7' strain gages al.pplied to ineasur'e the eloriat-on. 0 , u ., a' load vexsue

elonstatio)n were plotted from the average strain re~kdings oll the tw-o gag a
as the specimens were loaded and unloaded wlithin the elastic limr-it. T-he
modulus values were all calculated from the return, or unloa 'ding, curve,
since any adjus~tment WE the iipecimnen in the grips would have ýoccurred during
loadixt& and any othe;r error could only have made the modulua values 'lower.
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The average of the six determinatiov"s, each reported in Table 16, was

66.7 ( , 2.9)-x il6 psi. This is lower tl01an K!ster'-s estrnationi bu t is possi-
bly one o$f the highest modulus determinations ever measured. The value
falls between those of tungsten and osmiut., as would be expected from the U

~r .. lei -9 'he third highest among the metals (see Table 17 and

Figure 24). '

TABLE 16. MODULI OF ELASTICITY FOR THaEE
ANNEALED RHENIUM SPECIMENS

Sp.e cimen Modulus of Elasticity, psi

25 72.6x 106

28 65.8 x 106

27, Determination 1 64. 9 x 106

27, Determination 2 66.4 • 106

27, Determination 3 64.6 x 106

2 7i Determination 4 67. 1 106

Average of six determinations 66. 7 (*2. 9) x 106

TABLE 17. MODULI OF ELASTICITY OF RHENIUM
AND SEVERAL OTHER METALS

Metal Modulu of Elasticity, psi

Osmium (9) (2z) 81 x 106

Iridium (2Z) 76 x 106

Rheniu.m- 67 x 106

Ruthenium (8) 60 1 o06

Tungsten (1) 51 x 106

MolyI-d-nurn (23) 47 x 106
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Tensile Strength and Dukctility

Room-Teempe ;ature Ten .TCTest5 Very little information on this sub-

ject is available froni the literature. Ag and his co-workers reported

on the ultimate tensil 5e stenth d a•', ,aadie'.. of an 0, 25-iin-diameter
halide-dprocess vapor-deposited rhenium wire with an 0,03-mm tungsten coret

wire.:! Their results attributed a tensile strength, of about 70, 000 psi with an

elongation of 24 per cent to this specimen. The present work has borne out

Agte' s findings in the sense that agreeing values have been found for crystal-

bar ten.ile ,strength. . 3
A 1/8-inch-diameter reduced section was groundl into the center of a

length;of ,crystal bar for tension testing. A strength of 75, 000 psi was found,

but the elongation was only 3' per ,!ent. Thaes results, combined with metal-

lographic w 9 rk (see Figure 3) and&iin the light- of recent values found for,

sintered and cold-worked rhenium, indicate that crystal-bar rhenium repre-

sents a conglomneration of loosely adherent crystals attached to a tungsten

wire more than sound, well-knit metal. The tenbile tests on this type of3
rhenium do not present a true picture of very high tp-nsile strength of an-
nealed rheniurn.

+hree separate tensile tests Iha ve been conducted on round swaged
rhenium rod prepared by powder-metallurgy techniques. Each! rod was U
about 150 mils in diameter and 5 irchhe5 kLi; 3 ach had a standard 1/8-inch-
diameter reduced section ground intrilhe ce~Ater (thele were the same speci-
mens as those on which modulus determinations wer e made previously).
Special grips were constructed to hold the ends of thle rods. After measure-
ment of tt*e elasticity modulus, one of the two A-7 strain gages was removed
and a a" ec:ially constructed extensometer for us* with smalil specimens of I
this type was applped. Strain was recorded by use of the remaining A-7
gage and the extensometer.

Plots of the load versus elongation within the limits of the strain gages
were obtained, and, from these, the proportional limit and the 0. 1 and 0. 2U
per cent offset yield strengths were recorded. thpse values are shown in

"Table 18, which also includes the measured values;, of ultimate tensile
s.•,trngth, elongation, and reduction of area.,

it can be seen that the annealed rhenium rod possesses a tensile
strength of about 165., 000 psi, combined with cxciilent duuciiity, more than

double the values found for crystal bar. The tensile strength of annealed
"rhenium- is much higher than that of annealed rm.olybdenum wire (about 70, 000

*.psi)1 3 3 ) and higher than that of annealed tungsten wire (about 110,000 psi)(24).

The yield strengths are rather low, but the large spread between them and
the relatively high ultimnate tenitle; strength reilectut the very high work-
hakrdening properties of rhenium. Rhenium l•Uo possesses an appreciable
roomn-temperature ductility (about 25 per cent), whereas tungsten, for in-

stance, possesses little or none.
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The true stress, r, and true strain, 6 , were calculated for a number
of poirift from the extensometer and load readings and plotted ir Figure 25
for each specimen. These funqtions are related by the flow equation:

a• ent

wheraer n
the strain coefficient, the true

at 6 1.0, and n was measured from the limiting slope of the curves.

Figure 26 shows the average of the three rhenium carves. of r 25-
s41ne lot, and compa-es it wuithD t-hose foxi rnoiyftardenum ), nickeIA'Z, p0Sop per(W.; It will be noticed that rhenium posseisses a strain. hardeing

ýexponent similar to those for nickel and coppern ts the slopes are siniilar),
but tre initial strength of rheniumnis of the same order of sa-ntuain t
of molybdenum. The casmbination of this high initial strength andthe urv igh
str ,ain-hardening rate produce p-values of nearly 400, 000 psi,ýI isposbe
that no other metal possesse e I such a high combination of tensile stren5th,
work-strengthening properties, and ductility as found in rhenium,,

In addition to these room-temperature tensile tests on pure massive
rhenium, -a tensile test has been completed on a 9. S-rnil-diameter wire pre-
pa red by swaging, Turk' s head drawing, and wire odrawing o asintered-typehrod. The ultimate tensile strength inathe annealed condition was 174, 000
psi, which agrees with results reportedi below for 5 4-mul wire at room tenm-
perature, The elongation was .12 per ceofnt, which is only half the value found
for more massive rod, but which agrees with the wire tensile tests reported
bejow.

Elevated- Temperature Tensile Tests. Many of the proposed uses for
rhenium, are in the elevated.temperatur field, particularly from the. stand-
point of its potentiality as an electronic tube material. Thus, a survey of
the high-temperature tsierngth properties of rhenium if; e w4sential.

Results to date have been. obtained from tensile tests conducted at
room tepIerature d and 500, 1000, 1509. and M) ofn athAnealed and r and
15 per cent cold-worked rhenium wire. The w-ý.re ranged in diameterý fronm48 to about 64 rnils; the cold. worked specimens were prepared by wire draw.,
ing for the 9 ptr cent reduced stock and wire drawing comubinsed with fwagin[
for the 15 per cent reduced stock. The speciprens were 4 to 5 inches long.

The test appaod at-o had two basic requirements: () the specia.rie•s
were to be broken in tension at an elevated temperature; and (2) the
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specimen has to be protected from air when heated abcve, 600 C to prevent
oxidation.,! To accomplish this, special screw-tightening grips were con- IN
structed to grasp the small-diameter wire. These were mounted on rods
that were attached, to an Arasler 1000-pound uiiversal testing Machine, ope

of the rods was electrically insulate4 from the Amsler machire. Electrical
coruiections were attached and the entire apparatus en.losed il a gas-tight,ý
Pyrex tube mechanism, as illustrated in Figure 27. The appiirtus was d&.
signed with flexible seals so as not to affect load readings when the wire, was
stressed. Dry helium was passed through the protectit6n chamber to prevent
oxidation. The rhenium wire was'heated tO test tempetkature by self-

resistance and th'e temperature read by an optical pyrometer through ak hole
in an asbestos shield that surrounded the Pyrex tube, thus providing some
measure of thermal insulation.

The results are recorded in Table 19 and plotted in Figure Z2. The'
room-temperature ultimate tensile strength of annealed rhenium wire is
essentially that reported earlier for stock of more massive cross-sectionial .
area. Increasing amounts of cold.work raise the strength significantly; wire
reduced only 15 per cent by cold work has a tensile strength of nearly
340, 000 psi. With inctreasing temperature, the tensile strength drops off
rather rapidly, as it does for most metalS. At 1500 C, reý'..rystallizration has
proceeded with sufficient rapidity to eliminate any strengthening affecttfrom
initial cold work, and all types of wire have a tensile strength of aboqt 40,000
psi.

High- temperature ductility, however, is not good. As can be seen in
Tatble 19, both elongation and reduction of area drop to values of about 1 or
"2 per cent above 500 C. The or•,y difference between the present room-
temperature test result's and earlier ones occurs in the data for annealed
rhenium wire; previous elongation averaged about Z-* per cent for massive
rod specimens, but for wire it is about 10 to 12 per cent.

Figure 29 compares the te.nsiie and elongation data for 15 per cent cold-
worked rhenium with data on wrought tungsten and molybdenum, as reported
by Kiefer and Hotop(k4). Despite the fact that Lhe rhenium is:about 54 mils
in diameter and the other metals 24 zinils, the data are protbably quite corn..
parative. The rhenium tested was not fully wrought (15 per cent cold wotk
will not rid rhenium entirely of a recrystallized structure)$ but, neverthe-
less, it appeared stronger: than tungsten and molybdenum at, temperatures
below 1300 to 1400 C. In this ranae, and above, recrystallization tends tn
equalize the strength characterivtics.

In the matter of high-temperature ductility, rhenium is inferior to both
tungsten and rmolybdenum. Although tungsten, paarticularly, tends to be
brittle at room temperature, it becomes quite ductile at elevated tempera-
tures. Conversely; .-'henium is ductile at rourn temperature wiaC11• becomres

brittle at high temperature. This may be caused by the hot shortness ob-
served during hot-w/orking attempts, but it also' may be, in par, an effect
of the impurity content, which is disculssed in detail below. If the latter
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is the- cape, ,the very pure rheniurip now being prepared may exhibit more
favorable -high- tempe ra~tudre ductil ity.

Annealed Hardnessea

The annealed hardinesses of various type s of rhenium~ vary considerably,
*from. oneCtype of metal to another.~ Figure '30 illustrates the three types of

Jconsolidated metal; hot-wire-deposite rhxu, c-melted rheniuad
sintered rhenium. As can be senth arns of ii re g- -melte
metal is lowest, about 135 VHN. Crystal bar is also quite soft,, and shows

a hi~rdne'ss of' 160 VHN. :`Both of these types of metal are quite large grained,
coxz4'areel with annea led rhenium fabricated from pressed and sintered metal
powder'wihhsahrneso bu 7 VHN., Grain size is probably the
controlling factor, as t-he sintered material has a grain size considerabl~y

finer than thase of the other materials.

Work Hardtninj and Recrystallizatil'n

The litftrature, to date h-as shed little light on the work hardena bility of
rhernurn, except for Winkler' s(27) statement that annealtd rheniumn work
hrd-s from 247 V1H4 to 637 VHN when cold worked. This indication of3

*extensive work ha'rdening has been more than bornc, out by the current
studies.

In general,, -the ekpc21mentation coxi e11-ted tol COidla swagpng rhenitum to
various reducitionsp thern h-'.ating specimens ~i each reduction in hydrogen at
various tempe ratures. By taking hstrtiness measurements and'photornicro-.
graphs at each step, the work- hardening characteristics and recrystalliza-
tion behavior were readily dztermined.

Specifically, a specim-en of 150.-mul swaged rod was annealed a nuamber
of hours to make cerrtain it was fully annealed. Its structure is shown inU
Figuie :31a. The rod was then reduced 10 per cent in c ross- sectional area
by swaging, and a number of i imall specimens removed. Ne-xt, the rod was3
reduced a" additional 10 par cent tn 't tvta of 20 per cent rcduction, and

*more specimens removed. This cy;-,'e was continued until 40 per cer.t,*re-
duction. was reached, aty which staige tlie rod commenced to crack an d b~eak.
The structure of 40 per cent cold- W4.3rked rhenium is ehown in Figure 31b.
A specimen of each perCentage reduction was then heated. ft iie- hcur under
hydrogen at temperatures f~rt*,wi 700 to 210u C~, so as to study soltening, re-
crystallization, and grain growth (as reported below).

Cold 'working of the rheniumn pro-duced very high increases in hardness.
Figure 32 shows a comparison of rhenlium with nickel(a), a mnetal that a1so
work hardens gretatly. It is Obvious that nickel is n t in the same range as
rhenium, the latter rnetalk tripling its annealed value to over 800 VI-IN wi~h
only 30 per cent reduction. In all probability, rheniurn work harde~ns more
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than any other fabricjable pure metal and more thani most alloys,, arid the
woJhadnd adess is in the same range asta f 'Many intermetallic

After study of the hardening, claracteristicstt effects ol annealinig at', P
diffeenttmperataires on -the various worked types of rheniurn were studied.

The hardness valu't;s after 1 "hour af various tinnealing temperatures are
given in Table 20 ,;8'd plotted in Figure 33. The~yalues 'appear to be,' rather`
erratic) particulail1y above 2000 C, where temperature control was "Poor.
The reuls hoeecery show that rec ry stallizati on and softenin

commence about:, 9000C. Metallographic studies (as ill ustrated in Figure
32c forfl per cent reduced metal) and the hardness curves indicate ýthat
rhenium reduced, 10 Per cent has softene-d and roccrystallized after I ýhourI
at 1500 C, whsistrhenium reducccd 20, 30, and 40 per cent xzequires; an
hour atabo;,t1l360l.C to reach a well-softened state. The 10 per cczijt cold-

worked metal requires a higher recrystallization temp'ýerature because it
contains less available energy from less working., and' thus, cannot tjigger
recrystaflization so readily as those specimens containing more wor~k.,

This infornmation indicates that an~neals of about 1 hour in~the tempera-
ture range 130i0 to' 1500 C should be sufficient to soften rheniurn and allow
cold working to proc~eed as described above in this report. In actual prac-
tice., howevepr, it has been found that anneAling somewhat above these limitsl
is necessary for successful fabrication; ill all annealing is done aroundN
1700 C and for Z to 4 hours., little trouble results, but annealing according

to the recrystalization curves sometimxes re,'uhs in postan~eal hardnessesU
gradually creeping upwa'rd !to over 400 VHN, L a condition which cau ses
cracking and failure of the stock during the cold working;

Grain Si" azu'ý Grain G~rowth

During the. recrystallization study reportfd above,, grain counts were
instituted in the temperature ranges above that. at which recrystallization:
commenced for "all types of cold work. The Jeffries inethod for grain-size
est-imation'was used.; the results are shown in Figure 34, which cornpa~ves
grain diameters ýand annealing temperature.I

In general, the grain size was very smnall. Be .fore grain growth coin-
rncnced, the recrystallized g-kain diameter was only about 0. 004 to 0. 006
M17, much finter than unworked hot.-wire-deposited and arc-melted rhenium,
(see Figure 30 for, c~oxtparisrnns).

Despite somne scatter, 'Sh graph clearly shows that increasing arnoun-tr;
of cold work produce success~vely finer grain sizes upon crsal:ain
as would be eacpected. In adriitiori, reductions up to 20 per cent cause th~e
highest rate of grain-size decrease, corresponding to the greatest rate of
work- hardening (FigureC 32). Further reduction increases thesc L±Lets
but at a lower rate.
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Figure 33 hows athit recrystallization is'nearly complete, in the tern-

peratgre range 1300 to 14,00 C I and it is in thi s rangeL that 'grain growth comn-
.4ece. The single e~ception is the 10,per cent reduce mea 1  hch lags

in recrystallization and correspondingly, lags in inception of grain growth to
the 1400. to. 1500 C range.

Thoriated Rhenium ..

Thdriated tungs'ten is a vrcomnly used thermio'nc-ennssion
mnaterial1 and it has been thought that -thoriated rhenium might have an en-
hanced emission also. Accordingly., some of the basic mechanical proper-
ties of thoriated rhenium have been investigated.

,Tensile Strength and Ductility

Three tensile tests have been' completed on thorlated rhenium, one each
for 0. 5, 1'.01 and 2. 0 per cent thoria content by weight calculated as thorium
metal. A 5. 0 per cent alloy, was too brittle to be fabz~icated and tested. All
of these tensile tests were conducteid on rod contairning 1/8-inch standard
reduced tensile sections, the teasts being carried out.,in exactly the sames

*manner as has been described for pure rhenium, witýh the exception that no
modulus 'of elast icity was determined.

The results are summarized in Table 21. Increasing amounts of, thoria
reduce the ulitimnate tensile stre~ngth in, a roughly proportional manner, but
do not affect the proportional lirnit andi offset yield strength to any marked

'. degree. Even small amounts of thoria reduce theA elongation and reduction
of aiea appreciably,, but increased amnounts of thoria cause no further de-
crease.

Wok Hardening and R,,crstalliz=tion

Specimens of the 0. 5, 1.0, and 2. 0 per cont thoriated rhenium rod
were annealed; their structurcis appeared as ir~ Figure 35a. Reductions of
10, 20, 30, and 40 per cent by.',.,w.aging were given to each bar, as previously
reported for pure rhenium. Structures at 40 per cent reduction appeared
as in Figure 35b. Aiineals at various tempe ratures ptro 1700 G were then
conducted in order to Study the effe~ct. of thoria cont~ict on the crystallization
beha-vior.

The hardness values after annealing 1 hour at various temperatures
are plotted FigViure 326 aind rcourded in Tabble 22. In general, thoria tend s

Lo lower #-he recrystallization tempe-raturc, the 0. -S per cent addition being
quite effective, There was no marked further lowering (of the recryatalliza-
fioun te.-nner~tere with increasing arnoinitd of th-Dria.
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The. annealed hardnesses ,seem to be less erratic than those'fouzid fo r
pure iehenium; for all types of cold work and for all thoria, contents,,i1 they,.
].evel'to about the 300 VHN value above the recirystallization temper~ittxre and
rmaintain this level. As was the case with nnplp rhenitiirn, 103'or * --- uclo

metal does not, recrystallize'so readily as the more Lheavilly 'reducd ,sto~ck.
.The apparefit w~erage rec'rystallization or softening temperat;ures, 4ýornilc
from, hardness-texnperature plots and visual examination of the nici~ostruc-

tue'for both pure and- thoriated rhenium,. are s~ummarized in TabI, 23.

TABLEI 23.. TEMPtRA.TURES AT WHICH SOFTENING OCR

IN PURE AND,,THORIATED RHENIUM

Softening Temperature,. C, for,
the Following Per Cent
Red-z.-tions by ;;WA~ijak

Composition '10 201 30 . ,40

Pure rheniun 1500130 1300 -1300

0a 5 per cent thoriated rheniutn 1300 1200 1200" lZOO

1. 0 per cent thoriated rheniumn 1200 1200 1200 IZoo

2. 0 per cent thoriated rhenium 1300 1100 1101100

A ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

E. N. Wyler, D. N. Gideon, and Ir.C. Todd

r ~Therrnionic Emission of Pure Rhenium

iN Introduction

Asurvey of the literature at the beginning of this project disclosed
orily two sets of emnission coiitaxaLi for rheiirdr.1 , reporLed by Mcllor(428)
from Alterthum and by Lev~i and Esperaen~lt)). Altcrtbulrn, using a surface
of rhenium deposited on tungsten by vapor-phase decaamposition of a rheniuxrn
hal~ide, obtained a work funictiout 0f 5. ý electron volts and a RichartiýoyŽ
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constant of 200 arnp/cMr2 /K 2 . Levi and Espersen obtained a work function "I
of 4. 74 electron volts and a Richardson constant of 720 azp/cmZ/KZ for
rhenium electroplated on a tungsten wire. These values were calculated

0
from measurements by using the relation J = AT 2 e kT, whete J is the
emission current in amp/cnr2 , A is the Richardson constant,! T is thle
absolute temperature K, Oý is the work function, and k" is the Boltzrninr.

-: eonstant.

Iiecause the reported Richardson constants exceed the theoretical
value of 120 arppcmC/KZ by wide margins, it is believed that thes:aamples
of rhenium were ;not pure. Another point of interest is that one set of con-

stants indicates that rhenium has considerably poorer emission than,
tungsten, whereas the other set indicates that rhenium has much better N
emission than does tungsteni. 'For these reasons, experimental Work was
initiated an the measurement of the emission constants of pure arileiumM. •

Design of the GutrdA-_Rin_- flýone

Initial experiments wýith a guard-ring diode and a dynamic vacuum
syste-m indicated the need fer a guard-ring diode sealed off from the;vacuumx
pumps. The emission constants obtained for a cathode in a tube with. a
dynanic vacuum varied over a period of time, indicating an impurityý on the
rhenium. Since carburization of the hot rhenium surface by the diffu sion-
Pump oil was suspected., the next experiments were conducted with a::guard-
ring diode that could be sealed off after being outgassed in an oven arpd
pumped to a pressure of about 10-7 rmm of mercury before sealing. A photo-
graph of the guard-ring diode used in the later mea'surements is shown in
Figure 37. The anodes in this structurie have an irnternal diameter of 0. 400
inch, and the central anode has an axial length of 0. 294 inch. T)he over-all
axial length of the three anodes is great enough that the en:tire length of the
cathode was surrounded. To reduce the possibility of contamination oIf the
emission specimen by evaporation of ma, terial from the anodes, they, were
consitructed of molybdenum. Also, to reduce the possibility of contamination
of the specimens by evaporated materials from the getteris, the Ietters were
mounted in a side tubulation on the glass envelope. An ionizatiari- gage tube
was also attached to the main glass envelope; so that the pressure in the test
chamber could be mnonitored during the emiission rneasurements8 The ioniza-
tion gage was operated continuously to clean up trace Saves.

P reparation of the Rhenium C athodes'

The cathode used in the first set of experir.entt:, was a wire drawn to
a final diameter of 0&020 inch. The ends of a I. 75,-inch length of this wive
were forced ,ntn hics in the ends of 1/8-ince h--diameter molybdenum rods.

These molybdenum rods served a.? mechanical supports and as current leads
in the diode structure-
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The ;7 the.scn'it f experim~ents, a cathodewas prepared JIy gr'inding.
Teensof a ro htwa be rw oa imtro 1.04ec"'

mnounited in holets inj the ;rends of molybdenum rods. The rhenium , in its
znolybdenurn-rCýd supports, was ground -in a lathe with an alumina abrasive
*heel to a final diameter of 0.. 0235 inch. An alumina whPPI iV TW h be!St

onie for rapid, g,1inding, but it was us~ed becakuse particles of alumina are
easy to removit from the surface of rheniumn by electrpopolishing.

Both cathodes described above were electropolished with precautions
against kemqval of excessive amounts of rheniumn.

* ~ Processing 0f t~he Guard-Ring DiodeI

Prior to aissemrbly of the' gtuard-ring diode, all parts of the tube %Oere
cleanxed very t~ioroughly. After as~sembly, the tube was attached to a vacuum
systemý and~ t1* exhaust scheduljý initi4ated. The "vacuum pumnp' were a Distil-
lation Products -three-stage oil.ldiffusion pump backed by a Welch Duo-Seal

mechanical" pump. After the diffution) pumps had operated for. about an hour,,
the tube was baked at a temperature of 45.0 C for 16 to 24 hours. Then the
tube was cooled to room temperature and hydrogen was introduced. A hydro-

* en' glow was operated between the several metal parts to reduce oxides and
to remove adsorbed gasf~is. Some p arts, particularly t~he anodes, were also.
outgassed by' induction h,,'ating. After this, the pumps, were started again.
Whezi a good vacuum ha4 been obtained, the filament was outgassed by elec-
trically heating to 1500 C. The getters were also outgassed by induction
heating. Finally, the diode was baked out at 450 C for 24 to 48 hours. The '

diode was ther. cooiled to room temperature,, the filament again outgassed at
1500 C, and the tuibe sealed. off. The getters were theni fired, giving anI
ionization- ga~ge reading of 3 to 6 x 10-8 Mm of mercury.ý T~he diode was then
ready for experimentation.

'Determ-ination of the Therrnionic,,."Emission Constants'

The (tmission constants of the drawn rheniure wire werei'determined
for three Xranges of operating temperature. The first se.Ties of measure-,
ments was mnade with a maximumn cathode brightness of 1600 C. The second
and tchird ~swere made with manazimurn cathode brightt.-,ss of 18000 C and
ZOOO C, respec~tively. Several determinations of the emission const.4rits of

terheniumn cathode -were made ever each temperature range. The emnission

const&rits were determined from Richardson plots, which involve the use of

saturation currents froin the cathode at various temperatures. For each
Ricardunplat, ~eemission curr,ýnt3ý vwere measured first. for the highest

temperatur for that series, and thun th-e raeasuremnent5 were repeated as
the tem-peratvare was decreased in qtpr. It has been found from previous
experience with this type of measurement tUhat thc cathudu remains in a
reasownsahly constant state of ativatiou, and, cansCOUently, leb Liaingc i.n
the wvork function is noted, when the raeasurement.s are star~ec at the
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highest temperature and at the highest anode potential that is to be use4,for
a given sequence. The. brightness temperatures were determined with an,
optical pyrometpr, Fromn the known value of the spectr~il emnissivity' dia-

*cussed 'els ewhei'e in this report,,tjhe true teimperaturtes w;ýera cv&1rul.~dat- -
then wvere usedAin determining the emission consýtants.

Mhe emission characteristics for the drawn-wire rheniun Iin the ftest
* diode &re shiown in a plot of the logarithm of current against the square root

of the electric-field intensity. When the data ýAre plotted in ~this manne, the
-Schottky. portions of the curves are linear and the saturation current at a
given temperature is determined by extrn'polating lthe Schottky line to zero
electric field. A typical set of Schottky plcits for ihe drawn-wire, rhenium.
cathode is shown inFigure 38, The saturation currents determined from

Schottky plots were inserted in Richardson plots, wýhere the work function 119
found from the slope, and the A value (or Richardson constant) is found by'
substituition of the work fin11_t~ioh in the Richardson equation.

'the emission constants 6f the 4ihenium cathodae, which was ground to
size, were determined in aý sinrilar manner. M easurements on thi s c athod.ei
were initiated at app~roximately', 1800 C brightness as the highest tLempera-
ture on a Richardson plot, and a set of typical Schottky plots of the data col-
Ilected for -the ground rhenium-wire cathode; is shown in F'igure. 39.,

In order that the best data obt~ained might be reduced to a singlei 'work
fucion and a single R~ichardson con~stant, a Richardson Plot was made 'o3

the data from two sets of measuremeints on the drawn wire and oneý set bi
measurements on the ground-down wire as shown in Figure 4'0. The stiraight,
line was fitted to the points by the. method of least squares. The work fhanc-
tion determ),ned fromn this plot is 4.80 electron volts) and the Riedha~rdsvin
constant is 52 amp/VM2 /K2,

The Effects of Impurities on Thermionic E mission

Data from each of the ý;.wo wires weric collected over an extended

period of time. Th~es,;4 (ata inldicated that changes occurred in the emission

constants during the period of the mneasurerhents. It was established as

Yezsunabiy c~ertain that the change in eirission constants was the resialt of

the presrnce of small amtounts of impur *ities in the -wiresl, known to be about

0. 2 per cent fur the gro-und wirec. T h. c i n- ui a .'itY - '~tC a t% q)A t 'R drtawn- wire
j-, itot Vmown accuratel!Y, but tht: proportions of the irrpurities are believed

to be very similar tc~ those for the wire that was ground t~o si~ze, A typical

spectrographic analysis of tile iimpurities is presented in Table 1 as

Sample 12. Depending on the type, the amount, and the distri~buti.On of the
imp~irity nn tht, qw1rfakcP, tho emnission current at a given tcrmpera~ture krnay

be eithcr raised or lowcred. Thisi change in the enmission is also sh'awn,
t~ Course, by -hange in- thr, mcasured values co1 the Richardson constants.
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it has been noted by this lakoratory and'by other investigators (29) that.'

a plot of the work function versus the log of A for various degrees of surface

"contamination will yield a straight line. Schottky and Zwikker have advanced !

theories for this relation which a-e summtnarized by DeBder (30). Ingeneral.,
ýfhe reja - rI- *i-b~6le h-o auauiut'U ions which form a di1pole Layer and thisl

dipole layer changes the reflection coefficient for electrons that approach the ii

suiface from the interior of the material. Adsorbed electronitgative ions

such as 0 and N result in an increase in the work function while ads'orbed 4

electropositive ions such as Ba and Cs result in a decrease in the work func-

tion. A plot OFigure 41) of the work function versus log: A was neade with the
data obtained from the two' rhenium wires. The Richardson constants for"the

average curves through the data fromn both wires are indicated by the rint

with the descriptiýe note. The ,measurements for these points were rmade

very early ir4ý the series of tests before the rhenium' was held at elevated tern-

p"eraturd. long enough for much diffusion of impurities to the surf-tce. With

"continued operation of the wire at an elevated temperature, the work functions

of both wirei, first Qecreased to values lower than average, And then increased

slo'ly. tokthe higher" values. Measurements known to be irn error were omitted

fronm thelplot. The decrease and then increase in the work function would be

expected if there were at least two irmpurities in the body of the material,

and if these two materials diffused to the surface at different rates while the

rheninrn wire was hefd at a high temperature.

It may also be observed from the curve that the emission current is

readily reproducible from one cathode to another, and the fact that the data
from both cothodes are on the same straight line indicates that both cathodes

meqi have the samne impurities. Furthermore, the times at each temperature
were quite different for the two wires, so that the check is remarkable.

Since the measurements near the start of the heating check each other, it is
our opinion that these readings most closely approximate the true work func-

S:tion of rhenium.

Thernionic Emission of Thnriated Rhenium

Introduction

Because of the possibility that thoriated rhenium minght be a 'better

the rmionic emitter than thoriated tungsten, expe.rimeAs 'were initiated to de-

ternine the emission constants of thoriatec rhenium. The greater emission

of thoriated tungsten as compared with pure tungsten is due to the presence

of thorium metal on the emitting surface. The thorium, which is incorporated

in the bulk of the tungsten as thorium oxide, is produced by reduction of he
oxide at temperatures in the range of 2200 to 2500 C. Thrliated tungstenl

filaments are always carbonized so that che thorium oxide is reduced by the

carbon at operating temperatures, At the operating temperature of the

emitter, 1600 to 11800 C, art equilibrium exists between tie rate of eve.pcra-

tdon of thorium from the surface and t-h r:ite of diffusion of thoriurn oxidka to

the uurface.

Since the rate of diffusion of thorium and the effect ol thoriun on the

eumSiofn characteristics ahlnust etatainly udfer io mnagnibtde for rheniurr

and tungsten, a. considerable number of experiments would ]c necessary to
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2L.
dete rmine, the' optimum c~onditio'ns of preparation and of operatio Xfhr~e

rhenium. ca*thiodee. A set of preliminary experintents wa~s carrxied otit wilth a
thoriated rhenium' cathode that originally coutkixied 1 per cent thoriurw asý
thoriunfoxide.

Fabrication of Ca'thod-6. for Guard-in&Diod~e
U S

The thoriate'd rhenium. cathode employed for the measurenents to be
described was grounid tb the desired -dimensions with an aluminum oxide .
abrasive wheel., After grinding to- size, the ca*thode was electropolishcd-to

_-rcnove inrpurite s, left by the abrasive wheel. "'The final dimensions of the
cathode were a diamete Ir of 0. 0 23 inch and a, ldnth --f G. 6ý inich. IT he icathodeI
was mouitted -in a guard-ring diode similar to that shown i.n Figure 37, but

which did not have an ionization-gage tube attached.

Pr~ocessing of Guard-Ring Diode .

The guard-ring diode with theie thoritated rheniumh cathode was attached
to the same vacuum system and proc.essed in essentially the' same wý,y 's

described for the pure rhenium catliode. Just before the tube was siv, Ii d" off
from th vaumsstmteress tre Wiaeby the ion gage uin t

ing system was near 10-1 min of 'mercury. After the tube wgas seailed) off.

the getters were fired.

Determinatiun of the The rmionic -Emission' Constants

The emission constants of the thoriatted ;'henium cathode wcIke meas-
ured in essentially the same way ii, they werejf)r pure rhenium. 'Thai, i~s,

~eadng5 f temnperature and satur.6,tion emisoiciretwe bpid
first for a certain temperature t~hafi had beaein'mi~ntainedIur sleverAil hours.
The satur-Ofon currcnt at each temperatur'e wab,' de'termtaed by mettourilkg
emission currents as the anode voltage was '"' _!eased fr'Om its higihest value
to low values, and by plotting these, quantitics ozii a Schotiky plot. 'This

proc.tas was repeated as the temperature was; l4Ncr(reased`Gtepwise.1 The work
ftunc~tion and the Ridhardson constaikt were calcijiatied froirn a Richards~on

plot of the saturattion currents and the tesmperati~res.

The tempe rattire -tim~e schedule followed it' the expeiriments vwais
,%ri'ltar to the schedule appropriate for a thorioited tungst Ien cathode;. Aftl~

activii'ion at a high temperature and aging at am, Intermedi~ate tempe'raturle,
a ihardsonr plo was mnade, beginning at a true temperai;urc 4f 1575. C.3 Richards5-in plot-a weicade for higher ý~empara~tuws later, at, thc rnammnuxnr

tentperature was increased in steps froun 21575 C; to 2350 C. Throughout the
__ 5eriej of experimen~ts, tiie emnission uý the thoriated rhaniurn (!athi~dt, did

FYnint. cx".ed 0,0010 ~arnp/cm 2 at 1625 C, ccornparcd w ab git 1.5 a&/ t

1625 %'* to be expected from a thoriated tungr~ten cathod 0 ). ýIrfc ctrboni~za.-

tion of thle surface for the redut.-ton of the tnoriurn okide was obtatine~d hfrono

16he cracking cif thte oil fi~ru the dilfusivn pITYnp Df l- 3n urface of th~e hot wire,
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These values may, be compared w~ith 0. 000006 a p/orx2 for pure

rheniumn and 0. 00022 amp/c m2 for, "pure tungsten at n temperature of 1625 ýC.

These data indicate a hundredfol~d increase in the em ission current of*

rhenium upon the addition of 1 per cent thorium. The incr~ease in emission
L ~r-euu tijhuriated tungsten over that of pure tungsten is approximately

70j 000. Although. exhaustive tests of thoriated.c rhenium have not been made,

the present data tend to indicate that the degree of emission fmnhaneement I
will not be nearly sp great for the addition of thorium to rherdbrumlias for the.ý~

add-ition Lof thorium to tungsten. It is expected that. an increase in~the

.en'4sgion of thoriated rhenium would be produced by.-inc rea sing thkY thoria3
c ontient oftAhe rhenium, but whether the emis~ii6 of thoriated rhenium under',!
any conditionA woild surpass the emission of thoriated tungsten i's problemati- I
cal.3

Thermionic Emission of Imprp nated Cathodes

'Imp regnated- type cathodes have become Industrially important in

recent years. The Philips impregnated cathode consists of a mixture of

powdered tungsten and powdered bariu hlm1epesd note eie
form and sintered. Since impregnated cathodeti are widely used in variousa

types of vacuum t'u~bes, especially in military magnetron's, it,ýappeared'd~e-
sirable to determine whether a cathode that employs rhenium, powder instead

of tungstenil has comparlable characteristics., Therefore) a test program to

deterpmire the properties of rhenium-barium alurminate- impregnated cathodes
was initiated at Battelle.

Cathodes. Impregnated With Barium-
Strontium CarbonatesI

A study of impregnated rhenium cathode! war, MiLiaded -with n-ikourcsI

of powdered bariuam and strontium carbonates as the emitter impregnating
material. Several sleeve shapes were pressed from a mixture of 90 per
enezt rhenium powder with 10 per cent of a barium- strontium carbonate m~ix-
ture. The carbonate mix'ture contained 60 mole per cent barium carbonate
and 4U mole per' cent strontium carbonate. The sleeves were piresintercdI
at teniperaturel; up to IlU' 1 0 C. After the presintering treatment., the sletevesi
were placedI in a cornprerbsion.-type mount, 60 that current could be pariawcA

through thekin foir additiorial sintering and activation inOl chiLest diodt, li.

was necessary to keep the presintering to~n~pcratu--- jow to Prev it detoml-
position of the bariumr and otrOntium c;4rbqu,-tes. Had the isleeves boen
hlealed Lu a, ternper~ature highi enough to decomr-pose the carbonates : th+-

cathodes would havc bccn poisoned ýy witter vapor before. they ~oul1d have
bcen p1aced iii Lhe Ltb diodc". N,.wa fL~und by expcrivmwnt thit e prcsintcr-
ing rreatmv.nt did not yiield Jx bnoy Of t~uffir--ient mechanical str~ength to with-

stand Ltte sijnte-ring operation inr thc Itest di')41e. After uln~uccessf~i atternptb
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to podue..,,an imreý. edcatod' f r~niun ad briur-svont

bonates, woxwk 'was di'rected towa~rd producing a cathode of rhenium irnpri.g_-

nated with bariumn aliminmate.

Ca4thdderd lwipre' nated With B arium Aluminate

A. sample of normna'l barbirn alurninate was prepared by the Analytical
Ch~emi~try Division of, Battelle. The /alunrinate was prepa red by mixing

weter solutions5 of barium hydroxide sind aluminum nitrale in sitoichiermetric
quantities. The solution waSL dri Ied an4; the salt-was pulVerized in an agate
mortar, aLnd then placed in a plati-num c.rucible and heated to a terrpera.ture
of about' 750 C fnr I /Z hour. The. final product was normal baiiumn alumil-
nate. ,.

impregnated ciathodes were formed by thoohl miying the baritun
alur~inate and rhenium. powder and pre-ssing, a sleeve in a three-seitment die

* of time type usually used for the formation cpf molybdenuri-thoria compacts
for ccrrmet-type cathodes. Mixtures of two coirioositione Wire compre0 ssed
for the'initial. tests. One mixturke was 20 per cent barikau alluininate with

60per icent rhenitum p'o'w de r. The resulti .ng compacts were4 fire'd ýin a
ýapuumn furnace for 1/2 hour' at a brightneiss temperature ief 1900 C. Both

;mixtures produced mechanically strong sliaeve-type cathodes that could be

heated by passi:ng current through them. 'These sleeve-type cathodes! were

supported for test in a special mount that maintained the cathode undoir corm-

pressio~n during operation. I
Testing -occurred in a water-cooled diode provid~ed wit~h two pLatinrrsn

anodes. One of these anodes is movable and k~isrrminds the cathode dur: ingI
the early stages of activation. It is then remove-d to expose the clean uiv..

face of the main platinurn anode for tho theirm-'ion i-t~liJzjljiuzx rnec&8urerC)Clts.
Past experience has shown that reproducible meaksurernents of the urmission

constants of variou~s matcrials can be obtained it a dynaanic vvacturn system
with these diodes.j

.After the cathode was placed in the cliode and the system exhausted to

a pressure of approximately 10-6 mrm of merrury, the cathode temperature
was raised slowly to 1100 C brightness while the Lathode was surrouknded by
the movable platinum anode. When the pressure became cor-staut 0-t this

ternperatureý d-c vultage was applied across the diode. and raiscd slowly.
When the emission current reached a value currespontiing to the maxim~um
safe power dissipation for the movable platiuum axnodr, th.- anoi-l wa raiised
to expose- thc clean platinuirn surface of the wain ~anodr~i,,n Tbýncde potential

was then rairtd slowtyt while a pressure of abuut 10-6 mm ot mercury was

Lo mnaaintai.acd, unt~Riat! L... u Cthe UTi!Siio, zurrcnt was obtailecl. The
saturation currents were measured for vunrioua temrdtraturcs by d.Cesn

E ~the 'voltage and tenipe:rature in steps. The emis~ion was rticasuro~d alter-
niately unde'r pulse and then under d-c condition.s. The dat~a from these
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measurements were pi., ,.d i'. Aichardson plots for 'he purpose of determin-

ing the emission conF.,..its. After one Richardson p ot was obtained, the

maximum temperatu." of ,.ieasurements was then raised about 50 C and

another Richardsor y ot i dtained. Several sets of data were obtained in this

manner, up to a rr ' .im-u,n cathode temperature of 1350 C brightness.

A Richards'o p);.t for the pulse-emission data from a cathode of 20 J.4

per cent bariuri , rinate and 80 per cent rhenium at a m axirr.um bright-
Sness temperat-, •/ 1350 Cis shown in Figure 42. The pulse i;ýork function I

under these cc *:.ons of operation 'was 2. 5 electron volts, and the A value

was 6. 8 amp "/ '/K 2 . The pulse emission current at a temperr'ire of V

1350 C was / ma/cm2 .

A F ij.,..ý.Ardson plot for the d-c emission data from a cathode of 20 per

cent be.:, .r,• aluminate and 80 per cent rhenium for a maximum cathode

tempe'. i,,,,'e of 1350 C brightness is shown in Figure 43. The d-c work

funcV" '.,a under these conditions of operation was 1. 96 electron volts, and Ii
the A value was 0. 09 amp/cm2-/K 2 . The d-c emission current at a temper-

ature of 1350 C brightness was 230 ma/cm2-. Both of the Richardson plots

for d-c and pulse emission include two sets of observations.

The emission currents that were obtained are suspected of being low

for this type of cathode, as it may be more susceptible to poisoning by water

vapor before insertion in the diode than was expected originally. Determina-

tion of the emission conetants of an impregnated rhenium cathode in a

sealed-off tube.,ew--ppear necessary. Arrangements are being made to

place a rhenium-impregnated cathode in a nonoscillating magnetron so that

both the thermionic-emission constants and the behavior of the cathode in

a magnetron may be determined in the same sealed-off tube.

Secondary-Electron-Emission Coefficient

The secondary-electron-emission coefficient of rhenium metal was

measured in order to determine the possibility of employing rhenium as an

electron-tube grid material or as a magnetron cathode emitting surface.

These measurements were performed with equipment that had been set up

previously and employed for the same type of measurement on another proj-

ect. This equipment was properly reconditioned and tested prior to the

rhenium secondary-emission determinations. The essential circuit com-

ponents and the arrangement of some of the electrodes in the electron-gun

assembly are illustrated by the sketch in Figure 44. The measurements

are obtained in a vacuum of the order of I0"u mm of mercury maintained by

a dynamic system. The system is evacuated through a liquid-nitrogen cold

trap by a three-stage, oil diffusion pump with the usual mechanical fore-
pump. A pulse technique is employed for the measurements, so that the

equipment can be employed for either metals or die ectrics.
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A ptd•e .,of voltage- and , trigger are produced in a pdLlSi' generator.

The trigger may be adjusted to occur 'at any dcsiredtime Srefore the puise,

and operates a synchroscope on which the amplitude of the4 palse is observed. i
The voltage pulse is amplified from, 40 to 150 volts, and thepi is a~ppiied to
the electron gun to turn on a bpam of p)ler.rn f tor the dur•,•o.n.. f Ih, p . 1t

The electron beam from. the gun'is directed to the target. ,,With the revers'.

ing switch, the collector around the target is xhade negative with respect to

the target by ai potential that can be in creased to 180 'vnits., The current

thr:ough the ?O00-ohm resistor,•designated 2Kin the skletcl,, producýees a.

voltage 1ulse with an amplitude that is protortional to 9hw ¶urrent ifi the ' U
primaryi beam; of electrons. The reversing switch is then thrown to make
theL• col1kctor positive with respect to the target by an adjustable potential
so that iiý collects secondary eleibtronr, but does not collect any electrons
from th,-pri-uccz#ry beam.. The current through the 2000-ohm resistor is rthen
the, difference'between the secondary-elect- on-emission current and the
primary beamn current. For a negative collector voltage, the current inci,-
dent on the target surface is the-total current in tht incident electron beam
and all secondary electron, are driven back into the, targe(. For the positive
collector voltage, all secondary electrons. aret drawn to the'licollector and',
the current crosaing the target surface is:the beani current minus the
secondairy-elecktron current. If the current for a positive collector voltage
is designated a;s Iip and the current for the"negative collector voltage is rni
theii 3

Secondary Current 1I1- - I•

Primary Current In

The coefficient of secondary emission is 3

__ In

Since the filament in the electron gui in at ground potential, the target 3
is at a positive potential with respect to ground. This positive potential is

-,e;n t' the, energy of the clcctrv.is ii the primary beam that is incident on
the target. As a conaequence, the video amplifier must reksure a small U
pulse voltage that May be frorm 100 to 5000 volts positive with respect to
ground. The dou.ble-meshj RC-filter that; is indicated in the sketch is to
permit this measurement at this high potential with respect to ground. The
steady, therrmionizc-emisuion current fronr' the heated target does not affect
the video amplificyz and, therrfc.r•, dues n; •Jr•,ct tlhm treasuremren of the
secoo-dary-emissior. current.

.S.veral deternminationz of the secondary- crmi sicn cocfficient o- f

rheaiium were made under various condition. of temperature. Two different
narnppls were employed. for the ,rneavw-urcfitt..s, One ol these sampl•s con-,

r.istcd of a aettion of ao i; iic-- itzd buttan that had hefen ground to a thick-
nes.s of 10 mnils. After the initial rneasurementri, th0" .•pcclr-•e. w-
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removed from the system and polished and then replaced .or additional
determinations of the secondary-emission coefficient. The second sample

consisted of a 1-cm-square piece of 5-milU-thick foil that, had been rolled .

from a sintered bar of purte rhenium metal, A curve 'hMaieg thsteb•c-.dar'.

emission coefficients for both sramples at an optical temperature of 1000.0i

is shown in Figure 45. From this curve, it may be observed that the n. 4- ,
mum coefficient occurs over a rather broad range of primary-bearnm

energ7ies. A maximum of 1. 4 is indicated; and occurs at a primary energy
of approximately 650 volts. The data were fairly reproducible and tde-

pendent of target temperature.

The impurity contents of the samples were not known, although it ipi
Shighly possible thvt small amounts 3f aluminum;, magnesium, calcium, and

sicon were presenr in he samples. These impurities are belieivedto

represent not over 0. 2 per cent of the total., It is known that impurities Ir
do affect thtý value of the secondary-emission coefficient but sufficient data

are not available to ascertain the effect in the above measurements.

The Water-Cycle Effect

ItI

Hot tunresteul filaments in practical vacua fail pa;rtly because of an
Soxidation-reelucti~n reaction involving water vapor. This reaction is called

l"the water-2ycle:, because of its cyclic nature. The filament first reacts

witb water vapor to form tungsten oxide and atomic hydrogen. Then the

volatile tungsten oxide vaporizes from the filament and condenses on the

cooler parts of the bulb. flere it is reduced by atomic )ydrneen to mnetallic

tungsten, with the re-formation of water.

Langmuir(32) indicated the irnportancc of the watei,-eycle, effect, in

cort-tast to evapolration, in the failure of tungsten filaments. Di order to

compare the merits of tungsten anzd rbeniuin as filamrents, it is important

to know their relative loi'ses by the water-cycle effect.

Qualitative Observation

For the first comparative teot of the water-cycle eff;hct on rhenium

and tungot'rn, hairpin filaments of each of the J.rnetals were placed in opposite

ends of a glass U-tube. Both filan-cats were cade from approximatcly

0,0 15-inch wirt s,-,-A 2 inchen Ions. The tube was exhaw.usterd and sealed

Io that the "•watcr-v_,:or prcssure was .h,,t io-4 f* mm .i.f mzre..Pry. Both

fil•ne2utb •W•v heua~d t,;# it te.mpirature ct, 14UU (C brightness for 20 hourt•.

The results are appuj,'ut in the chotograph shown in Figure 46, where thit

darkest po=.ion of the tube is the area • %rrouyding the Luitgsten Ulament.

MoSt of tile depoiit on the gla;ss walls netr the rhenium filament accumu-

lat.,d du~ivy, the first 2 hours.
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and Tungsten K

A U-tube similar to tht shon,-- in Figure, '-baa, been usedto measure,
by weighing, the relative losses from rhenium and tungsten filarm~ents. In'.
these experiments, coiled filameints made from wires of approxiriately th~e
sa•ue diameter and length were surrounded by molybdenuznlcylinders. Th se
cylinders could be inserted and removed easily; .R=.nd were wveighed on a
anicrobalance before artd after exposure to the hot filament&.

In the first experiment of this type, tthe tube was evacuated and sealed •

to give a water-vapor pressure nf abdut i30-,1 min ofnmercury. Both fila-
nints were heated at a temperatftre"of'1400",brigl~tness for 2.2 hours,

1 t50 C Orightness' for 168 hoursý, and 1800 C! brightness for 4-1/2 hours.
"Che weights of, rhenium and tungz;ten ,cdilected were 0. 17 -milligram and
M- 96rmilligraýms respectively. This indicates that the tungsten filament I,,

erodes "at a rae approximately' 176 tirries gr'bater thaný'the rhenium filament

does -under thei conditions of this experiment_.

In a second test, the filamentsi were prý'epared in the same way as in

the first test", ;but the U-tube was evacuated %with an .oil diffusion pump and,
liquid-nitrogen trap. The tube was sealed off when1 the ionization-gage,,,
reading was x 10-7 mm of mercury. Theajnounts of tungsten and rhenitri ,
collected after 370 hours' operation at 1600 C brightness gave . ratio of
loss of"tungsten to rhenium of 120.

In a third test1 using the same rhenium filament as before but a new
tungsten filament, the U-tube was evacuated and bak ýdi'at 450 C for about
4 hours. The filaments weire then outgassed at 1600C, brightness. The
U-tubc was again baked at, 450 C for about 2 hours, a liquid-nitrogen trap
inserted, and the tube cooled tW room temperature. Th& filaments were
again outgassed. When the ionization- gage reading shoýed a pressu.-e of
8 x 10? mm of mercurt.l, dte tube was sealed. After op4oration of the fila-.

raents at 1600 GCbrightnesse for 220 hours, the ratio of lo3ses:of tungsten to
rheniuiir was 14,i

The resulias of the three tests are summarized in Table 24. The evapo-
ration rates of tungsten and rhenium are of the same order. In the second
run, the rate ol 'Loss oi tungsten is about 2 x 106 times greater thctn the
evaporation rate, whereas for rhenium the rate of loss is about 104 times

greater than the stv~kporation rate-, in the third run, where the water-vapor
pressure was lowesL, the corresponding ratios for tungsten anti rhenium arej
6 x 104 and 3 x 103, respectively. ,
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The Water-Cycle Effect on ,henium at High

2#ater-Vapor Pressures .

The -r ite loss of rhen-ium L the cytcle reaction -- urd

" a�s a function Of the pressureoof wat'er vaporat partial pressures above I
10 mm of mercury. The princiIe- of this experiment depended on control-
ling the partial presnsure of water vapor over ice ýby the temperature of then 1
ice and the surrotdWzing vessel. The vessel was a tube with a rhenium
filament attached to leads through one end., The filament was surrounded by ,
a platinum cylinder. A fraction of a mill liter of water was introduced into I
the tube which-was evacuated while held at liquid nitrogen temperature in
aorder to avoid purnping out the water. , The vapor pressure of water vapor inthe tube was determined by the freezing temperature of the bath in which the,tube was inserted. The 1iqn-ds and their freezing temperatures were: car-

bon tetrachloride at -22. 8 C; 70 per cent nitric acid at -42 C; chloroform at
-63. 5 C. These-temperatures we're taken from the Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics.-' The filament was operated at a temperature of 1600 C bright- I
ness for a3 sufficient length of time to collect an accurately weighable deposit
of rhenium on the platinum cylinder Which surrounds the filament., The re-suits of these measurements are shown graphically in Figure 47. The graphIindicates that the rate of loss of rhenium by th'ewater-cycle reaction in-

--creases by about 50, 000 times as the pressure; of water-vapor increases I
from 10~ to 4x i N

In most commercial applications for such items as electron tubes. and
electric lamps, filaments are operated in evacuated vessels at pressures of
the order of 10-7 to 10O4 "nra of mercury. This study covers a range of
slightly higher pressures, but indicates from Figure 47 that the loss of the
material drops off very rapidly as the pressure decreases toward the normal
commercial-practice range. Comparisons of the water-cycle effect between
tungsten and rhenium have indicated that, within the range of pressures
normaly u-sed in practice, rhenium is considerably more resistant t:o attack
)IMy water vapor than is tungsten. I,

Rhenium Contacts for Relay ServiAce

Several experiments were conducted to determine t'he relative merits
of rhenium and other comnunonly used materials, as contacts in electrical
relays. 'The experiments included observatinni ^f electrical resistance,
w•c•gh los, and welding of the contacts.

For tW-. oi the experiments, a modified Allen-Bradley four-pole Type
BX441 relay was used. A set of contacts of each of the metals (rhenium,
tungsten, an" Platinum-ruthenimun) was rnoutIted on the same relay to assure
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icdentical cycling lor lhe thr-ee materials and to approach Similarity of con-

ditjons of bounce. The test contotcs were closed once,,per second and re- i

mained closed for 1/3 second 0 Each breik of the circu.t consists of two

arcs in series bptween four ýcontact tips of the m ateilwihi neet

In the first experiment to determine the relative merits of these con-

tact materials, each set of contacts was wired to break a 115-volt, 60-cycle-

per-sepond circuit that supplied a load of 11. 7 ohms and I.5 millihenrys.

The steady-state current in each load was 8.0 amperes. tefore and during

the run, the contact resistance of each set of contacts was measured with a

Wheatstone bridge on which the applied voltage was 1. 5 volts. A s4mmary

of thtge meeasurements is given in Table 25. Each recorded value is the

meM3I of ten measurements. The contacts were opened and closed for each
mnea surement. These data indicate that the resistaice of the rhenium con-

tacts 'was consistently low, in contrast to the resistAnces of the two other

contact materials.
Whe contacts ran a total timet of about 125 hours, or 450, 000 openings,

At the end of this time, the rhenium.i contacts, were eroded on!,y slightly, and

were still usable. In contrast, the tungsten was badly chipped from rnechan-

ical bouncing and the platinum-ruthenium 'contacts were badly' pitted and

burned by arcing as shown in Figures 48, 49, and 50.

During the operation of the contacts, red and black powders formed on

the rhenium, the quantity of black powder appearing greater than that of the

red powder. X-ray diffraction patterns were taken of the black powder and 3
of the predoninantly red powder. Both patttijis showed that the major phase

in each sample was ReO3. The amount of ReO1 in the red powder appeared

to be only a little greater than in the black powder. Other components could

not be identified, because their lines in the diffraction pattern were very
faint.

The presence of ReO3 on the rhenium contacts explains their very low 5
ioxw-aact res15taace, The resistivity of rhenium trioxide ist 20 x 10-6 ohmn-

centimeeter, according to Meyer(33) and according to Biltz( 3 4 ). For com-
parison, the resistivity of carbon is about 3500 x 10-6 ohm-centimeter; that

,of mercury, 98 x 10- 6 ohm-centimeter at 50 C; and that of copper, 1. 7 x
ohm-cen.timeter. In the Literature Su•rvzy Tbh:ý't C!h •this project, page

60, it is stated that oxidation of any of the lower oxides produces rhenium

heptoxide, Re 2 0 7 , that heating rhenium heptoxide and rhenium at 300 C re-

suits in the formation of rheniurn trioxide, and that the heptoxide melts at
297 G and vaporizes at 363 C% These statements are consistent with the

resnits obtainted in the contact experimeints.

The second experiment differed from the first only in the load circuits.

The-, load current in each circuit was 8amperes and the line voltage was

115 vol0t. There was an inductance of 38 millihenryu in the load circuit.
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TABLE 25, 'RESIST1ANCE "OF, CONTACTS, EXPERIMENT I

Resistance," ohzms

Time, hours Rhenium Tungste n Ruthenium /iLloy

00.17. 0. 11 0.66

1 0.038, 1.53.

2 0.040 171,

3 0.05' . 2.9

4 04039 1.6 3.1,

5.8 0. 04Z 2.4 1.8

7 0.039 2. 6 419

S9.5 0. 043 Z.3 *

14 0.042 1.6 2.5

29 0,040 .0 2.3

47 0, 040 1.52.

U71 010515 1. 6 3.9

1101 0.044 1.5 4.4
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IThe contact 'res'istanc so~k were measuved in the saime wa-,' as for ~he

first experimernt, aie 'shown Ani Table-26.''

TABE_2_ ' RESISTANCE OF% CONTACT% JEXJPVR~k4ENT Z

S2 - PI4~tinum-

Time) hours Rh~eniumz Tungsten 'Ruthenium Alloy-

I0 0.031 0.02Z6 0.3

-4.002 , 2.1

7 0.042Z 0. 85 1.8.

I13. 0,038 0.95 1.6

17 0011.0 A.0 i

p22, 0.0118 0.915

291118

45 0. 038()- )

(a) COMACtS Wart nOt MeerlIC1 PfOPerlY.

IThe losv of weight of each set of contacts W418 messured aftecr V, hiuurm

oEfcperation,. These lou~ses, in milligramis, wert. 40, 338, and 443, for

rlý,niurn, tungstero, and, platinu~rn-vizthefl1uWn respectively. :As i-n the first

dcmfscribcd abc~vc, i4be -1:kinlum contacts had AccuAflp~1ted ovtao: r:vtpiuvv

Blecause the' rnvrlticoritact ,Aay teinheexurr1 4Tfltnlaiu de;unriba',

did not Permit obsorvation of welding or sticking of c.intccts, rhcoiuciu jnd

tungsten Were each tested, one at a timo, on one poV" off a Strutherta -Lunt,

I w~phrelay, Model ,kD3'AI. 71Th jý;k as ~*-* draiwz licuwcen L.)ntacý

tips of metal rnov~ez 1e. he contautS wert closed uWce pr #ron and

6were held cio~ed for 1/3 second. Ar. auxiliary tirring circui. waz rrllw

to iur~n off flhe row1-r whenaver the' v:ovrtmrtm vernetmed zl-ued or

about 0.4 second..
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*o It was found that rhenium cý.ntacts, while opening a 1 15-volt, 60-
cycle-per rince Wl of 8.0 amperes, did not weld in a period

rof ZO0 hours. Ho*eDver, when a var'iable inductor with d-c resistance of only

a few tenths of an ohm was used as a load, it was found that both tungsten
and rhenium contacts welded objectionabLy for currents as smai. as
1 ampere. The rhenium contacts generally welded tightly, so that they had
to be opened manual.ly, whereas the tungsten contacts usually opened upon
normal action of the relay',

The above tests have indicated that, for a nukiber of applications,
where the load is r- inly resistive, rhenium contacts are superior to
tungsten and a platinum, ruthenium alloy. Rhenium contacts should find
.widespread use in applications where a minimum of contact resistance is a
necessity and whl.re a very hard material is desirable.

Mr ISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES

Several important properties wcre investigated that cannot logically
be included in the major divisions of this report. A report on thcse in-
vestigations follows.

Maximum Theoretical Oxygen Solubility. 3 5 )

A recent publication(3 6 ) discusses the limiting solid solubility of
oxygen in tzansition metals. The oxygen solubility is plotted against a
pa),ameter for a number of metals ,so that a sLraight line is formed; the
equation for this if:

log S- -0. 909 + (.)33, (1)

where S w solubility of oxygei, atom per cent I
E moiulus of elasticity
V r octahedral volume.

- is taken M3 67? 000, 000 psi, and V is cactlatcI "roi-,x the equat;oi:

V u4/3 a)(.57a? + (2)

whc ýc z. and s- , i : hdiic c•tti ,_ Constantrs, taken as Z, 7(M0 A and 4.458 Ai,
r,--',~cri'~';•.. Trhilve~t V - 9.77 A3 . If !he c/a ratio is assumed to lie
i41ar (al ;.'A i .633), ":en,

Ili



V' CV (3)
3

and V s9. 89, .

Substitu.:'.. aF i L a, I a .~iyof 0.000138
atomnic per cc I- the ratio btw~- :', :.* ri -Wei~ht%
of oxygen an%' rl Oa.~ves

Sa 0. '1010It weigcht Per i' ximum solubility 01 oxygen
i` ,niumn.

Vacui;,.k. .srn-nVF the soluble oxygen in arc-
melted, tr-. At 9-bar, arnd L- . r~ ' be around 0. 3001 per cent,,
approxi~mal.. 'o; ten tim'-' This is fairly good -ýxperi-
mental agree.--r,!nt.

Scontains no specific data or. th.~., oxidation of pure
rheniunr ai.huu'gh Agte ::tad co-workers(,3) st-4&e Odthz' l.-tý. oxidizecd
at the btr) tagit :t.. ?90 C, but on' a -- r.-vf1600 C, 1). 04 o~c-nllri,` a~~t *'.--d~p sess a ;r: eoxide,
as its Tja-i.~ the, k ) ...- twec.n. tungstett ind osrrii'n,.1: ould
:adicw- tL - It .c n ob~crrýed qualitatively na, f time0.

.- order t. ,a-P the ~i~o.c~a~racteri;:ýics on - -norc firnr, ksis,
~±io' .i5--tion testi %vt.rc cý)nduact'.d on otlarte! .2ectijrks ot rc-Tnelte
Ut'o-'..Despite v riatinns ;n t'ýý grai Size and Purity (.' rc-melt-'~ ct
Vir .ý.osited~and-,-inte red rife1niumr, it. X: felt thz-t the pE: sent re:.i are

?raý.U,-y broadly corz,-ct f-: -AI typ-iýs .foT~u-nory miv-! vai-t?..
rl1!.' : grain size and pu, tv rt, apt to "'i;CUt'.

Each quarter buttoni weC--' ."t ar'i ii ep * .

j~y moving air in a mu~fkfu-c ' )'?hP tl!-, t;i -ýt7 ro1ere

011. 900, 1200, and 1500 C. The V e ~~ ii2 ~
-:rc A.

I :..n general, a catastrop'iic oxidatim 10 rn:O
', he evolution of white fuines similar to le rk- Z:

... ,se fumes are the highest wcetoLheim ox:idC.
V. ch melts at Z97 C r)nci boi ý'at ;C .Ins"" iefls

t at Tý ý idv.at the %ttack waf, Aof
'take place prefte:r' tally a-t gra-in faces ok* -terfa%.
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TABLE 27. OXIDATION OF RHENIUM IN AIR

Note: Specimens prepared by quartering arc-
melted buttons weighing about 15 grams. Al

Exposure Exposure Specimen Specimen Weight Rate of
Temperature, Time, Weight, Area, Change, Attack, 'I'

C hour grams cm 2  grams g/cm2 /hr

300 1 2.3988 1.29 +0.0007 -0.0005

600 1 2.3833 1.47 -0.0172 0.0117

900 1 2.1973 1.29 -1.5015 1.17

1200 0.5 3.5961 1.78 12.2724 2.56

1500 0.25 3.0609 1.74 -p.2684 5.24

The room-temperature oxidation of rhenium has been assu ed to be
zero in Figure 51. As nearly as can be ascertained, massive rhenium
retained in the open in this laboratory does not oxidize and does not lose its
surface finish if kept clean. This is over a 2-y~ear observation period.
Electroplated metal alone, however, shows a definite tarnishing tendency,
which can be eliminated if the plated metal is fired in hydrogen following a
given electrodeposition run.

Rhenium Coatings

A study of the literature (see First Quarterly Progre• • Report "A
Survey of the Literature" for this contract) indicates that, in all previous
electroplating studies, potassium perrhenate has been used as the source of
rhenium. The increased solubility (about 5 times greater) of ammonium
perrhenate over that of potassium perrhenate might be advantageous in
securing electroA.Pot of improved quality. Therefore, a series of
electi6plaiting tests was performed using the relatively soluh .e ammonium
perrhenate. The plating bath was a cylindrical Pyre4 ves-1- with a\ .

capacity of about 500 ml. The anodes were a pair of 4 x k x 0. 005-inch
platinum sheets.

Tests were performed employing plating baths of different composi-
tions. The first bath was prepared by dissolving 50 grams of ammonium
perrhenate in I liter of dilute sulfuric acid (pH range 0.8 to 1.0).

'.kJ)G TR 54-371 117
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Plates of rhenium on ccnppt~r up to 0. 000.8 inch in thickness were
produced at an optimum current density of 18 amp/din2 . These p ates,
however, were r,%ther porous, and oxidized upon standing in air.

The next plating bath tried was a modified sulfuric-acid bath. This
bath was prepared by dissv!'.-ing Zr- grams of ammoniumn perrhenate, 54
gran-, -f sulfui~icaxdd_(_-pecifi(: gravitf 1.86), and 60 cc of 28 per cent
arimonit;rm hydroxide in sufficient distilled water to make 600 ml of

-r,1ation. The PH of this solu'don was maintained in the range of 1. 0 to
1.3 oy the addition of su!/uric a cidr-.

Plating tests were perform~ed at room temp rr&1.te and at 124 F for
periods of from 3 to 24 minutes. At room temperature, a current density
of 10. 8 amp/din 2 was found to produce ),right adherent plates. An increase
in the current density to 12 amp/din 2 produced comparable plates at a
temperature of 124 F.

The best plates were obtained by plating the specimens for 6 minutes
at room temperature and at a current density of 10. 8 amp/din2 . The

spciei were tbae-biyd~ogen fired at 900 to ?.50 C for 15 minutes to make
certain tihat -no rhenium oxides were present in the plate. This plating-
firing cycle could be repeated as often as desired. T,ýo cycles produced a
plate about 0. 00 1 inch in thickne ss.

Specimens plated as describe!d above have remained bright after
standing in air for A'O months.

Tungsteni wire from 0. 003 to 0. 020 inch in diameter also Lim* lj'-ýn
plated suce33fUlly using the plating-firing technique.

Purity, Porosity, and Temperature Relationships

Following its successful fabricatir-n, rheniuxrr wire of various
dimensions was utilized for experimental ;7work. Am.ang the properties

deitermined on wire stock were the t~herrnionic-ernission characteristicsI
and the vapor pressure of solid rhenium, both types of testing being con-
ducted at temperatures above 1800 C; some of the ýe~its reached 2700) C.

During these exrperimnents, a distu-.hirag phetioienon was noted, par-
ticularly itr connection with tie" vapor-pressure work. The 50-mil wire
specimens appeared to be fracturing or failing at the hottest part of their

6-inch lengths after one or two tests hnd been made (siee the section on
vapor pressure). The actual break occorred during Aoiing of the specimen.I
Some small tensile or compressive stresses w~ere present during the test-
ing, but were considered too low to be of any significan~ce. A therinionic-
einiesion s-e.-m.'n failed in a sinil~.;.' m;%nner, but aft'r a long (700-hour)4
test. In general, no fal.ures were observed when the specimnen had not
been heated over 2200 C. The fracturcs appe-ared as shown in ýi gure 52.
WADUC TR 54-3711$



Xi'racture of Vapor-PreshiurA. Specimen
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" Y, !iThis was an alarni pg phenormenon, since the high-temperaturc
mechanical, and physical properties of rhenium have indicated that it •rpi t
have elevated-temperatu re usefulness. As a result,' amuch eforvwas .
airected toward uncoverifg the source of the trouble.

Inspection of the iractures alone told little except that the breakage .
was brittle in each case. Metallographic studies told the story illustrated
in Figure 53. Figure 53 consists of micrographs taken'(a) at the fracture
cud, (b) at a position halfway fromn the fracture to thýe cold electrical clan-4 p
end, and (c) at the cold clamp end. The fracture actually occ'irred duringcooling of the 50-'ail wire when the electrical power had been turned off,
Thus, no arcing occurred to cause extensive melting. The fractured end
shows many small voids, whichL extend back along the hot portion of the wire .
at least tW a point halfway to thie cold end. The cold end shows a perfectly,
normal rhenium structure. Itwas immediately obvious that exposure to
elevated temperatures'was necessary to cause the porosity, and quite
probably, the porosity was connectcd wiLh fracturing. Inspection of'the
thermionic-emission specimen of Figure 52 showed a like history.

Coutrolled Porosity and FractureTests

A series, of vontrol tests was instituted then to determine more exactly I
the conditions surrounding theae fractures or "burn-cuts". Several rhenium
specimens 'were cut from 60-mit wire and ground to the shape of small
dunmbbells.' The ed"'ccd center po".tio, wan designaied as the test section
and had been ground to 25-mil diameter in each case. The spec-imens were

S "then mounted on nickel supports in evacuated (10-6 to Wo.7 mm of mercury)
fand hydrogen-illed (1/2 to 2/3 atmosphere) glass tubes. Czrr•ont was

passed through the: Specimens, one at a time, each being heated to aLdifferi•ent temperature, They w.'rc heid at zeture for 1 hour if oIUilute occurred. Table 28 lihsts the results of these tenits.

As had been estimated previously, the porosity and burn- outs both
con-imenced in -the 2200 to 2300 C temperature range for the vacuum tests.
The ambient atmosphere, of hydrogen raised the effective operating ternivcrao- -
zure of the rhenium about ZOO degrees centigrade -to 2500 C, The porosity
and fracturing then occur•ed exactly as had bccn the case in vacutum. The
iunrcase in fracture temperature under hydrogen may have been due onlyto the increase in amrbient pressure, or to the pt:s••tive reduction e-ff;ut of
hydrogen.,

The appearance of these'specimens was somnewh-at di"Nreni ;4ý thrfractare (or, more specificaxly, "burn-out'4,. in these cases) than w0,:.

iound for the vapo-.i-pressure specimens of Figure 53F igure 54 :l.ustrates
the condition exitoting in the controiled tests; the rifIferencc in a*pez.irce
was due to the specimnens& still being heated by an applied current during
the occurrence of the barn-out, which caued arcing and rnelti-Ig ,: occur

"WADC TR 54-371 10
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V ... III

TAcr BLE 28. THE EFFECT OF HEATING NRHENIUM ENHIGH VACUUM• AND HYDROGEN

• M ,4a . t- - a • .

Ambient Temperature; Test Time, Occurrence Occur rence

dondition C minutes of Burn-Out of Porosity1

Vacuum, 17•00 o0 '• No NoI

•Vacuum 1900 60', No No

Vacuunm 2100 60 No No

Vacuum 2200! 60 No Slight

Vacuum Z300 17 Yes Yes

vacuum 2400 4 Yes Yes

Hydrogen Z2200 60 No No

Hydro.q0en Z400 60 No No

Hydrogen Ž500 4$ Yes Yes

Hydrogen 2600 None (a) Yes Ie s

(a) Burned out at about 2650 C '•'h1e hqar' 'g to temperatre.

I;
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at the mtornenit of fai'lure. Figure 54a shows that porosity existed near the I
f rtctuirt iii tlhe unmelted metal. The pores evidently iceedin-sizte until

* the vestataance increased, causing a temperat'tre increase, which enticed
more po~ro~sity and finally a 'burn-out. Arcing occurred at the mloment of
buui-uai~t, A'&lVIMX a ba'lof , tna~tal on the burn-oLt ends Pre co-r
tituted,-to form~ in the bao~en metal until it cooled and solidified, Figure

54-b so anr,aix~c eptionally large pore trapped by freezing lik~e a balloon

a6boutto.: burst.

Thes seres o exerime nts resulted in two obvious coclso,

j ~ýi1) Z300 C was the critical tpeareabovt which porosity
3 and burnt-outis would occur in va&cuumn.

I.(2) Pdro'sity was the cause of' the burn-outs.

The Effects of: Puri!Xon Porosity
and Burn-Outs'

of he pon observing the porosity ind the attendant filament failures, Otte-
oftefirst items to', be br~oughtt uinddlr staryefihnce was the impurity contentU

of the metal. It -,naa 4hou gbt lia-at vaporizing impurities might have caused
the porcs; as the exper~imentation progrefised and more analytical data were

gathered, it beikm wreasiugiy obvious that this view was correct.

Gaeu v ~t ~ A check of the possible gaseous impurities,
* oxyzen hyrgn an irgn hwd no significant difference between

v~xy1atal-br. rhernurni. siatered-type -rhenium inwihUrshdbe omd
iznd rhxeniumn from the same lot that had not been treated at high temperatuire
anad thits conytained no pores. The crystal-bar material generally ie con-
sidered to be an extremely pure type of metal insofar a3 gaseous irr'ipur~iticar

* are concerned,, Table Z29 shows the rejulLn o" tlue vacuufliso.-.p
an.alysis conducted.; that there is -no ;-dgnif-icant difference between the khree
specimens is obvious. Tbus., th-e Peirosity could not be the r.osult of includ ed
,gases.

Nongasous ImPurities. The sections of this report on Lmetal
Pr-ePsRation and consolidation record how it was found neceissary to prepare3
finely divided a~nmoniaium perzhenate in arder to produce metal pow~c r
swifficiently finely divided to be sintferable. The animonium perrhomate j
usually was prepar-ed ouly as relatively coarse crysials, which were tLen
CrorTYiminUt!:d to a fint- powder by ball milling in lt rub-ber-lirned bail' mil!.
The~ ball~s wer.e rnade of Burundtxrn, Ex ceramic comnpc~sa!d of alumirnumn,
nnognesium, and calcium oxcides. The ball-milling cteP caused an irtcrease
in imkpurities (see T able 30) but this did niot appear to harm the -'abricattua
techniques or thte va:eious pytkal*j and rrwchanical properties. 'he total

*W hteca.tol fteietn point; see ithe sec~iois on.u11jS jui~ec: W.
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TABLE 29. GAS CONTENT OF RH.NIUM AS]m DETERMTNED BY VACUUM--
FUSION ANALYSIS

'Gas Content,
-parts per m4R1ion by weight,

Material. H? NZ

Porous reima .
Nonporous rheniurnb) 0.6 < 5
Crystal-bar rheni u.'n 9 1.4 <8

(a) Prepared by powder-rnetalluzgy methods; porosity reoulted fromrfalure
durlng vapor-pressure test at 4250 C.

(b) From same stock as porous rhenium, but not exposed to test.

TABLE 30. METALLIC IMPURITIES PRESENT DURING5 ~THE K(OCESSING OF RHENIUMj

S, Imurity Conj;entjpr cent"-
Ammonium Rhenium ARheniijm Rhenium

.Impurity. Perrhenate(a) Metaj ) Meal) .tad)

Copper 0.0003 0.0002 0.0021 0. 0015
Iron 0,0030 0,030 "0.024 0.015

I Aluminum 0.004 0.025 0.094 0. 05
Manganeose N. F(e) N. F. 0.,0020 0.005

Silicon 0.005 0,018 0.028 0.039

Magnesium 0.005 0.025 0.038 0.012,

Calcium N. F. 0"010 0,017 0.005

Molybdenum N. F. 0.0025 N. F. N, F.

Total impurity content 0.017 0.111 0.205 0,083

Total aluminum, 0.014 0.060 0.153 0.02Z

I calcium, a.nd

magnesium content

(a) prior to ball milling.

(b) prpawd from an early batch of ball-miled anmmonium perinepate.
(C) Prenred froi- a recent hitzh of ball-milled awrmoimrn XI nhent-te.

(d) Prepare•d.rom no-ball-mlIxed (hand ground In agate) aminonium perrhenate.

(e) Not fotmd.
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impurity contentofthereduced powder was about 0. 111 per cenit, compared

with 0. 017 per cent impurity in the ammonium perrhenate prior to balt

milling. 
\

More recent analyses ( Table 30; "-ave uncovered a substantial

increase in impurities; a total of around 0. 205 is now reportable. Table 30

shows that this is entirely due to aluminum, magnesium, and calcium. It

is obvious that the Burundum balls alone were responsible for this additional,

pickup; furthermore, the aluminum, magnesium, and calcium were present

in the rhenium powder in the same ratio to each other ar they were in the

Burundum.

Table 31 gives the approximate boiling points of the major metallic

impurities andA.-the-cmides of aluminum, calcium, and magnesium it is

not known positively whether all of these materials were present in the

reduced state or not. However, if the oxides were Pýresent and unreduced,

their vapor pressure from the liquid state might be lufficient to cause the

porosity experienced. If they were reduced by the many hydrogen treat-

ments that the metal had undergone in fabrication, the presence of pure

unalloyed metals as impurities, many of which boil below 2300 C, certainly

would be sufficient to cause the porosity. Of these impurities, magnesium

or magnesia, having the lowest boiling points and appearing in appreciable

quantities, might be expected to cause the most trouble. In any case,

removal of the impurities placed in the rhenium powder by ball milling

certainly wiald to expected to be a large step toward solution of the porosity

problem.

This was done simply by hand grinding the emmonium perrhenate
crystals in a small agate mortar, instead of ball milling them. This is a

very laborious, impractical operation, but it sufficed to produce fine

siuterable rhenium metal powder upon reduction. The analysis is repeated

in Table 30 (d), and shows a total impurity content of only 0. 083 per cent,

the total aluminum, calcium, and magnesium content having been cut to

one-seventh its former high value.

Two observations immediately indicated that success had been

achieved. First, upon sintering the metal, it allsum d a much fier,

smoother surface finish, indicating that the tendency toward gasification

at the high sintering temperature of 2700 C was very slight. Second, a

determination of the melting point (see Table 91 on this rew high-p'arity

material gave results that checked closely witk the literature and with each

other, indicating that earlier results probabl'-' ;r i1nvalid due to low

melting caused by the presence of the m h-dl:cusse \imp.rities.

Final proof that these impurities were the cause of porosity was ob-

tained when a dumbbell-like test specimen was fabricated from the new

high-purity metal exactly as described previouwly. It was heated under P,

pressure of r0- mm of mercury for I hour st 2500 C; not only did it not

Sfracture or bu-n-'u0tl as the other matertal had done at 2300 C, but it

exhibited no visible deposition because of vapor pressure or water cycle on
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the wvalls of the sealed tu be.1 One houir at 27,00 C gaive essentially the same

realkIlts. At 2900 0, the specimen butrned' o ut after 37 minutes; later,' Ch e
-ur-ovit was detormined, to have been caLsQ' I by borvosity, and not by

'¶po-pre~ssure failure, cvi'e though considerable blackening of the tube
.wail uatrured at this temhperature. The porosity, occurring at 2900 C in

tie ncw material. as opposed to 2300 C ill 19te rhlenila m & &A.% &a~ impurity

content, appeared as" in •igure 55. This has es'sentially the same appear-
when operated at about 3000 C09. Thus, by increasing the purity of
rhenium by the r~rcescc o^ avoiding bail1 mnillingp the practical operatin
temperature of thehnium filaments has beer n4 from ati-ot 2-2000C to
a round ZR00 C. tiltuf entirely poossible that further improvement could be
effected by further, increasing the purity'. There is little doubt that the

F; worstyporosity prcrnioter is 'either aluinia~xm, calcium, or magnesium.

A -L

- ýiw~#

~W A rf

, -r,

500 N 14903

i~joPSb URO6If Y IN RHENIUM METAI, HFA--,TED TO 2900 C

Rhcuiuxn work hat-dens greatly, and tCts ehiblt5 a sqtrong, tendenc)
toward t-xcessive twin development during grindin~g aMd roPýeMinq. Repeated
e tch14Ing and Polishing Is often necci~sary to alUeviaze. vile jitvition. Tb!
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riiost succe-ssful ci~hp.;t hý nd, to-be an electrolyt oxalic acid

solutiou. The v.,)rrent density I rcommended is about 3 to 10 1amp/in. 2at.

DISTRIBUTION OF INFORUATION AND NfATtPRILks,

Since the direct object of -these resiearches on rheniumrin has been to
discover new uses for the inetal through e. more thorough evaluation of its
properties, it was obvious at the onset of the wo'rk that close co~ntact Would
have to be r-ptablished with indvstrial organizc~ticvna concerned wyith the use
of such a, metal as rhenium. Ideally, the situation would be fo%, 'this Govern-
mental research to do the primary, digging wotrk, and then allow iuterested

indstral(oredcti n.l parties to continue with maore detailed ru~c

on rhenium, and, if possible,, to carry their research to its, ultimate,, go4,
production of a commercial item containillg rhenium. Thus, the potential
of rhenium would commence to be realized.' In at least'one casie, this
policy has been followed almost to the letter, aud commercial use of,
rhenium for the, spetific application involved appearsa to be' y~ry clo~se.

Accordingly, ,a policy of4 cooperation with interested organizations was
established in the eiarly stages of this wark. The cooperation usually took

the form of at least' one of the following:
(1) Arrangements witha the lir I'orce to place an intere-sted

organization on the isrht.nlist for these; reports

*(2) Ar~rarigememts to satisfy requests for small. experimental
quantitiý..s of rhenium (in these instances, we requested
that the use..-' iaform us of his Itover-,.alltIc. exj*rime ntal

findings)

Ii(3) Supplying of information in response to a request for same.

In all cases where a desire was expressed directly to. ;,s to be placedI ~on the distribution list!, the request was referred to the ýponsor. Whenever
rhenium metal was shipped out in answer to a request, t.14e Spon!:or was in-9formed of this. activity by a carbon of the covering letter.k,

j !Lganizetions Countacte d

By many different mechanisms, incir.uditig referr.-il to us by the5
Spolnsor, we hiave contacted and cooperated with the following parties

a ~~purwxapt to the desire tc' eCXTa11cO tbeC Held cuf -lienium. kno--edge-
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-()5tijýA PILuk- ii'Aion, c-ene-ral motors~ Corporatioin

(2) Arrnour Rte4eýrch F 'ounda~tion

( 3) Bei 1 Tcepeh~ne Lab~ratoriesi

(4) Biendix Avia~tion Cor poration

(5) B. 3 Corporation

(6) Boinac Labor atories-=, lrxc.

(7) Champion Spairk Pluw.. g Company

(8) Chase, Brass & Coprner 2~

()Climax Molybdenun.ý-. Cormpany

i (10) Cornell University

(11, D 't'itist' s Supply Co~npauy of New York

j(IZ) De~partmient of the L-ir F'orce

I Air Researich anOW~ev-oapment Command

Cambridge Resea t-cb Crtter

Romie Air'Develop~nrnet Center

(13.) Department of theAL.rmy

Evans Signal Labo zatory

*(14) Department of the Wnavy

-Office of Naval Re sea-rch

B uxeau of Ships

(A15) Faraztetr Njetallu:-i cal Cotrporaticr-

( 16)i 1~ederal relephoThe;F-~d Rtadlio CorporationI 7) Gveir:Z te::t::" E~-mp
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Lamp Development Laboratory

Research Laboratory 
'i

Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory

Ae..uzftial and Ordnance Systems Division

(18) General Laboratories, Associates

(19) Horizons, Incorporated

(20) Johns Hopkinm University

(21) Kennicott Copper Corporation

,.. Llnfleld College

(23) L. H. Marshall Company

(24) Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(75) Miami Copper Company

(26) !lurex, Limnited

(27) National Bure-.u of Standards

(28) National Research Corporation

(29) National Union Radio Corporation *1
(30) North American Philips Company

(31) Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(3Z) Permo, Incorporated

(33) P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.

(34) Raytheon Manufacturing Company

(35) Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

Electronic Division

Metallurgical L ')oratories

(36) University of Chicago
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(37) U-nive~rsity of Illinois

(38) TUniv'exsit y of Tennessee

(40)- Westinghouse EAlUctric Corpora tid n

Small samples oaf rlký%nium in one o~r more. of several forms have bee n
given to about ZO of those on the above list. In'cases of this sort, theý
average samp~le'is,,pobably about 5 gr~ams in wveight. Upon mailing the
rhenium, the reqv~est has alway s been made that the scrap mital be returned
to usz for reproces sing, also, the rheniumi has been given only %vit the
stipulation tha the "over-all" results of the experiment's be made, known to
Lis.

Withi few exceptions, returv i 'o nformation to us from the users of
rhenium.- sarnples has bhnfn gratifying. In order that this information may
b e, relported, it will be found below classified according to "subject. in order
to provide a certain measure of security to the organizaýtions who have
reported thkis information, the information is not identified as to source.

Research on Rhenium. byý Various Industrial and
Educational Organizatiotis

Electrical -Contact Tests

The Contact Divisioni of the P. R. Mallory and Company has confirmed
^he results of the electrical coj-,act tests recorded herein, and they and
their British associates - hz.we tvaluated rheniumn and. -its alloys on electrical
contact materials.

Electronic Properties

Another industrial oganizal~on has~ determnined the work funct; o.- and

A valuze. One run gave: 0 4. 6(5) and A = 44, the. other run gave 4. 7(0)m
and A m21. S. This is fair aqar,ýTti~t with the results of! r, 4. -0 ad A -5Z
4ound in our work.

"Mallizing APkications

Cranwork has indicated thaat rhen-"'ini metal, has hfgh retFisthnce to

siin rmetallizin~g operattiqns w~~
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Other results frorn rhenium samples sent out are expected. Co-
operation of this type -with educational, Governmental, and industrial

organizations will continue.! "fi
SUMMARY

-- U

This investigation has shown that it is possible to produce ductile
rhenium metal by a prc'cess that requires minus 325-mesh rhenium metal
pov l.r as a otazting g-•ttr ,.. The chemical protesses required to prepare
this metal startiag po~vder from potassiurm perrhenate have been developed
also. The powder is then pressed, presintered, and sintereci into a dense
"- iass that is workable cold if proper care is taken; it has been fquud in-

plrtant to build up a fine-grained rskin on the sintcred bilet by li6ht gold
working prior to applvyi:g heavy cold reductions. Using these techniýjues,
rhenium can be reducedd(with prc-er intermediate anneals) by roiling,

forrging, swaging, wire dreawing, Turk1 s-head drawing, and form'roiling.
- The most difficult of th esc operations is wire drawing, which has ný¢t yet

been made entirely suc cessful. Arc-melted rhenium and ,,rystai-ba•r-type
rhenium have been evolved also, 'but their fabricability and general 4lsage
are more limnitcd than ichuse oi the metal prepared by powder-metallurgyI m methods.

Metal in the various consolidated and fabricated forms has been5 utilized to determine certain physical, elec•unic, and mechbAical proper-
ties, The results of somne of these experiments are presented below in a
semitabalar form for simplicity.

Melting point 3180 C

i Boiling point (estimated) 5900 C

Density 21.04 g/cm3

Lattice constants a a 2.760 A, ca 4,458 A

Vapor preuure, solid, at £250 C 2.61 x 10-9 atin

SVapor pressire1, s-1id, at 2725 C 7.37 :t 10-7 atm V

Electrical resistivity 19. 1 to 21.6 nicrohUrn-crn

Spectral emisqi~vity,0 al .1000 0.42

Thermah-cxpansion coefficient 6. Qi/ x Iw 6 (z0 to 1000 oI

SModulus of elasticity 67 x l0b paA
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Annealed tensile strength tr)d) 164, 000 psi

i•Wrought tentile strength (wire) 340, 00 psi

HAnnealed elongation (rod) 24 p•er cent

Wrought elongatiou (wire) I per cent

Vickers hardness, annealed 270

Vickerf hnrdness, wrought 40 per 825

cent

RectrysVsllization range 1100 to 1500 C

Thermionic Emission:

Richardson constant 52 amnp/cm 2 /K2

Work function 4.80 ev

Maxiruli secondary-electron- 1.4 maximum

emission coe.ificient

In addition, fther irnpvprtant properties not reportable in such a finite

manner were uncovered. '!,For instance, attempts to use rhenium as a conm-
ponent ir impregnated cathodes have been partially successfulm. Rheompc-
barium alurninate co'mpacl's appear to 1have prornise, but rhenium compacts__

with imkpregnation by carbonates could not be .;Antered without reduction of
the. carbon~ateo

SOne of rhenium' s more valuable characteristics U.; its high resistance
to the so-called "water cycle", a phenomenon involving a reaction between
residual water vapi- and sonme metals in evacuated tube5. .ungsttn is
attacked rapidly by even small amounts of wot.r vapor, but rhenium appears
to be from 10 to 200 times as resistant as tungsten to this deleterious phe-
nomenora in the water, vapor partial pressure range common for electron
tubes. This property, combined wi.th rhenium' q high elevated-temperature
strength, indicates rhenium mwight be an excellent filament material for

electron tcbe..

r A useries of tests has been completed on the utility of rbcrit•m, as an

electrical-contact material. The tests, which 'were conducted under con-.
ditions artr:_-irnating thosýe encountered in light duty industrial .. U. uS.
showed rheniurn Lo be much superior to both tungsten and platinum- .Sruthonium.

The oxidation £?sislta.:e ci rheni-.ni h4o.s been checked; as expected,

frhen•ia ioma a volatile oxide above 0( C, :0 0 that, hn C ir er uxyge•.i. t.-i

weight loss of rhenium becomes catastrophic atbovc. this temýJperature. The
L ,:theoretical solubility of wxygen in rhenium has been calcuiited to be about

0. 0000) 1 peic cent by -vcigbt.
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Rhenium has been eleccrodeposited succeszfully, using baths bat&,• on
ammonium perrhenate which is considerabtymmore soluble than is potassium
perrhenate. ' Hence the plating bath is loss rapidly depleted of rhenium than
those previously recommended in the litenrature. For satisfactory electro-
deposited coatings hydrogen firing immediately 4fter devosition is reA-ire. i

SPorosit.y has been eucotLntved, in.the operatieon of rhenirnm filaments I
at temperatures above 2200 C; it has beer. established that thiis was caused
by impurities, consisting maiuly of aluminum; calcium, atd magnesium

(or their oxides), acquired by the rhenium during ball itilling of aanmonium
perrhenate prior to reduction. Tearmporary elimination- of the bali-milling
stop has resulted in much improved behavior, with no porosity occurring
up to about 2900 C, approximately the so.me temperat~art as that at which

it occurs in tungsten.

In addition to the work reported above, extensive efforts have been3 made to cooperate to the fullest with industrial, educatiotial, and;Govern-.
mental organizations interested in rhenium. This has resulted in com-
munications with over 40 such organizations, and also has resulted in tree

I gifts of experimental quantities of rhenium to about halt cf these, in exd;hange
'itor information. This program has netted, some valuable information to
t date.

In general, the results of these basic-property determinations, com-
bined with the rtsalts of the various application tests, indicate that r.heniunm.
will have a very useful future.

FUTURE WORKI
Covstinuation of the research work on rhenium will embrace almost

Sall of the fields covered in this report;,.banic studies still will be

considered par tmount.

Specifically, fabrication studies will be renewed with the objective of

shortening the current procedures for preparation o1 rod, wire, and sheet

n by more efficient cold-working procedureb or by the introduction of- hot-

Sw -vorking procedures.

i In addition, certain basic; metallurgical characteristics will be in-

v•stigai.ed, such as the effects obtained by alloying rhenium with' platinum--

group metals, tungsten, and others., Wherever rhenium exhibits superior

;surface proiperties and unit co,),. iJ important, the utilizatioll of rheniuna ý71

vrapor-.deposited or eLectroricpositcd form will be investiga.ted,.

Physical properties, such as a more accuvatA, electrical-resistivity
c;oz,.tta'nt, will al-o be invest-igated or ainpiifiei where warranted.

Continuation of electronic studies will be evphasi:ed. This wil).

i include a study uf rheniunm-barium alu-inuate-impregnated cathodes,
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investigations of the water-cycle efi;ct, and studies of the use of rhenium
hi•i ents, plates,, and grids in lamp anti vacuum-tube app-icatl.ons.

Certain -miscellaneous studies, such as study of the resistance of
* rh 160o mercury AI... ... K'LA elevated tempcratures and t- h re-ist- nce

of rhenium to other'molten metals, will be conducted also .

The encouragcxiteut that haLs been given to interested industrlal1
educational, and Governmental organizati•rns in the past in connection with
their small-scale testing of rhenium will be continued and expanded if
possible. In addition, continued close liaison with the organizations con- ti
cerned with the potential 4mining and processing of rhenium will be main-.
taimed, s,-o that a prompt conmrnercial supply of rhenium will be available if
demand i$o warrants.
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